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ABSTRACT
More than one-third of the U.S. citizens (over 70 million people) and 16% of children are
classified as obese and are at risk of many diseases including heart disease. Research indicates
that 65% of Americans over the age of twenty years old are considered overweight. To address
this public health issue, the U.S. Food & Drug Administration has proposed new nutritional
guidelines for restaurant menus. Thus, the current study investigated the preferences of quick
service restaurant (QSR) industry consumers with reference to the newly proposed U.S. Food
and Drug Administration regulations. This study includes development and redesigning of drive
thru menus to comply with the FDA guidelines. A 3x2 factorial design experiment was
conducted using real drive thru menus from three major national restaurant chains. The control
group consisted of normal drive thru menus obtained from national restaurant chains, and the
experimental group was comprised of two sets of pre-tested experimental menus complying with
the FDA guidelines. The first set of experimental menus includes presentation of calorie
information for all menu items offered. The second set of experimental menus includes color
coded calorie specific menu categories (low, regular and high). A set of research hypotheses
were developed and data was collected from heavy users of QSR units using Qualtrics software.
The collected data were analyzed using SPSS.

The obtained results indicated that the QSR menus designed to comply with the FDA’s
guidelines do not result in loss of revenues as commonly feared by the restaurant industry. But
interestingly the second set of experiment menus with color coded nutritional categories (low,
regular, high) have led to increased consumer patronage and consumers’ willingness to pay. In
iii

addition, color coded nutritional menus were preferred over FDA suggested menus designs. The
results from the current study are of significant importance to the QSR industry as they strive to
comply with the new nutrition guidelines of FDA for drive thru menus.
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CHAPTER ONE:
INTRODUCTION
According to the U.S. Department of Agriculture, away-from-home food provides about
one-third of the calories for the average adult or child in the United States (Wootan and Osborn,
2006). Unfortunately, Americans are dining outside of the home more often as it is convenient
and meets their hectic lifestyles. This has led to what is known as the obesity epidemic in the
United States. Calorie intake is rising in the United States resulting in the obesity epidemic.
Between the year 1971 and the year 2000, Americans’ average daily caloric intake has increased
by approximately 200 to 300 calories (Bassett, 2008). To address the issue of obesity in America,
the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) had recently proposed regulations, specifically
for restaurants and similar retail food establishments that are a part of a chain with 20 or more
locations under the same name and offering similar menu items. The FDA regulations are
requiring these establishments to provide calorie and other nutritional information on their menus
and menu boards in an orderly construct (Herndon, 2011). This information is said to benefit the
consumers in their efforts to control the rising rates of obesity.
Senator Tom Harkin of Iowa (Goetz, 2011) stated that “Trying to find the healthy options
when dining out can be more difficult than you think – even a salad can be loaded with hidden
fat and sodium. In the same way that nutrition labels on packaged foods allows consumers to see
exactly what they are eating and drinking, these calorie counts will empower Americans to make
informed decisions when they eat away from home.” This new information will motivate
consumers to eat healthier when dining outside of the home.
1

The purpose of this study is to explore if consumers will change their ordering patterns
when calorie information is presented at the point of purchase as recommended by the FDA.
Second objective is to explore if a newly designed menu will be more convenient in a drive thru
setting. Third objective is to investigate whether overall restaurant sales are affected by the
proposed changes to the drive thru menus as recommended by the FDA and by the new drive
thru menu layout proposed here.
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CHAPTER TWO:
LITERATURE REVIEW
Obesity in America
Since 1980 the trend toward poor diets, inactivity, and consequent obesity has accelerated
globally to the point where high levels of overweight and obese citizens are currently found in
countries within all regions of the globe (Popkin, 2009). Over the past 20 years, the world and
the United States in particular, experienced a dramatic increase in obesity. Due to the daily over
consumption of food calories and total grams of fat, more than one-third of the U.S. citizens
(over 70 million people) and 16% of the population of children are classified as obese and are at
risk of many diseases including heart failure, diabetes, blood pressure, kidney problems etc.
(Obesity in America, 2011). Researchers have also identified that 65% of Americans over the
age of twenty years old are considered overweight. These facts provide disturbing evidence that
majority of the adults in the United States are facing serious health issues (Totten, McKay, and
Konell, 2009). Shockingly, one in eight deaths in America is caused by an illness directly related
to being overweight and obese (Carmona, 2003). These serious health concerns coupled with the
large number of overweight Americans, explain the approximate 300,000 obesity-related deaths
of Americans each year (Thomas and Mills, 2006).
The terms overweight and obese are both labels of weight that are greater than what is
generally considered healthy for a person’s given height. It is also an indication for ranges of
weight that has been shown to increase the likelihood of certain diseases and many other health
related issues. An adult with a body mass index of 25 – 29.9 is considered overweight. Those
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with a body index of 30 or higher are considered obese. Obesity is not simply caused by
excessive calorie intake, but also from lack of physical activity (Gregory, McTrye, and DiPietro,
2006). The effects that are most concerning about obesity are the additional health risks
associated with the disease. Individuals that are considered to be obese tend to commonly
develop conditions such as: hypertension, high LDL cholesterol, low HDL cholesterol, high
triglycerides, high blood glucose, diabetes, and more (Obesity in America, 2011). Statistics from
Shape Up America! indicate that more than 12 million children in the U.S. are also classified as
obese, with 23 million considered overweight (Popkin, 2009). Childhood obesity causes liver,
lung, heart and musculoskeletal complications as well as psychological ones (Obesity in
America, 2011). Even more disturbing fact is that 84 percent of American parents consider their
children to be at a healthy weight while research shows that nearly one-third of these children
and teens are actually overweight or obese (Documenting Obesity, 2010). If these trends
continue at its current rate of progression, an estimated 28 million Americans, including children,
are set to join the 60 million American who are already considered obese by the year 2013
(Totten, McKay, and Konell, 2009).
However, the rate of obesity in the American population was not always so high. After
World War II, several factors have contributed for the increase in average weight of U.S. citizen.
From a large number of new vehicle purchases, the restaurant industry flourished by
implementing the drive-in / drive thru for their businesses. As women began to work and the
dual household income became more popular, less people were cooking meals at home (Gregory,
et al., 2006). Lifestyles began to change and Americans have developed a taste for quick meals
and convenience, therefore restaurants had no other choice but to adapt to these trends. As the
4

American lifestyle continued to shift to a faster paced world, the U.S. population saw a steady
and significant increase in over weight and obese Americans.
In 2001, the U.S. Surgeon General was concerned that Americans are increasingly
affected more by the obesity than from smoking and tobacco. At that time, obesity appeared to
surpass smoking as the most preventable cause of death and disease. At the time, public health
costs had reached exorbitant heights totaling close to $117 billion (Roseman and DiPietro, 2005).
It was during this report that restaurants were urged to take action and assist in the fight against
obesity by “increasing the availability of low-calorie nutritious food items, providing reasonable
food and beverage portions, and increasing the availability of nutritional information for foods”
(DiPietro, Roseman, and Ashley, 2004, p.61).
The amount of food consumed from quick service restaurants has increased by 200%
during the years of 1977 to 1995 (Roseman and DiPietro, 2005). Research has shown that
Americans are now spending 46% of their food dollars dining out in comparison to 25% that was
being spent in 1995 (Thomas and Mills, 2006). Americans do not face the obesity issue alone.
Obesity is an international health concern with 30% of adults and 20% of children in the Western
world being considered obese. It has been estimated that over 1.7 billion people worldwide
should lose weight (Totten, el al., 2009). The percentage of overweight and obese children in
Canada, England, and Scotland nearly doubled from the 1980s to the 1990s. Between 1971 and
1995, the number of Swedish children considered obese increased in their population of
overweight and obese individuals (DiPietro, et al., 2004).
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Unfortunately dining out is not the only bad habit that Americans have acquired. The
Center for Disease Control has reported that 40% of adults spend their leisure time being
sedentary in every respect (Roseman and DiPietro, 2005). Richard Carmona, Surgeon General
(2003), stated that there were three key factors that must be addressed to reduce and eliminate
obesity in America: 1) Increased physical activity; 2) Healthier eating habits; and 3) Improved
health literacy. None of these three factors can reduce nor eliminate obesity without the help of
the other. Physical activity and healthier eating habits is only the beginning. Americans must be
knowledgeable about the foods that they eat. These factors combined will reduce the rates and
concerns for the obesity epidemic. Gaining knowledge about obesity and the foods that are eaten
has led researchers to discover that the main causes of obesity in America is the imbalance in the
number of calories consumed, and the number of calories burned off through daily physical
activities. Nutritionists believe that large portion sizes in the American diet are one of the main
causes of obesity as well (Theyesword.com, 2011).
According to the Nurses’ Health Study, Nurses’ Health Study II, and the Health
Professional Follow-up Study, the foods that contribute the most weight gain in Americans are:
French fries, potato chips, sugar-sweetened drinks, red and processed meats, sweets and desserts,
refined grains, fried foods, and butter (Healthy Eating Guide, 2011). Regrettably, American
citizens are eating larger portions of these unhealthy food items more than once a day.
“Americans now consume about one-third of their total calories on foods prepared outside of the
home,” said FDA Commissioner Margret A. Hamburg, M.D. These foods are normally higher in
nutritional value than the foods that consumers can be preparing inside of their homes. Needless
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to say, the average serving size for burgers, fries, and sodas, has more than tripled since the late
1970s (Healthy Eating Guide, 2011).
Consumer Awareness
For two decades, researchers have been studying the direct relationship between the
growth of chain restaurant industries and the rising rates of obesity. It is stated that quick service
restaurant operations within the United States have increased their sales tremendouosly from $6
billion to $110 billion between the year 1970 and 2000. During this time, it was observed that the
obesity rates among US adults had doubled; one third of the US adults now met the criteria for
obesity, and another one third were considered overweight. Sadly, 12% of children in America
are classified as obese (Hwang and Lorenzen, 2008). As mentioned above, research has also
shown that more than 12 million children in the U.S. are classified as obese with 23 million
considered overweight (Popkin, 2009). In the quick service restaurant industry, a cheeseburger
happy meal with fries and a small Sprite at McDonalds has 640 calories and 24 total grams of
fat. This is over half of the amount of total calories that a child should be eating in a day.
A correlation has been seen between adolescence and quick service restaurant usage.
Studies have shown that “quick service restaurant consumption among women and students in
grades 7 to 12 resulted in higher intakes of fried potatoes and soft drinks, and lower intakes of
fruits, vegetables, and milk” (DiPietro, el al., 2004). It is assumed that since the options at quick
service restaurant restaurant chains typically consist of high caloric foods served in large
portions they are to blame. Many consumers are not aware of the high calorie content because
such information is often not easily accessible in the quick service restaurant establishments.
7

A 2003 report stated that it is necessary for restaurants to take five proactive measures to
combat America’s obesity epidemic. These five actions were stated as “(1) putting the focus on
flavor of menu items to counterbalance the nutritional changes; (2) accommodating substitutions;
(3) offering more half/smaller size options; (4) allaying consumer fears through product
sampling of new menu items; and (5) cloaking healthful menu items in culinary trappings”
(Roseman and DiPietro, 2005). The Center for Science in the Public Interest (2008) states that
since companies are required to provide information on the fuel-efficiency of cars, what clothes
are made of, requirements of water and energy consumption, etc., consumers also have a right to
know the nutritional value of the foods they are ordering at quick service restaurants. Nutritional
information has become the most vital key for managing weight and reducing the risk of or
managing heart diseases, diabetes, and high blood pressure, which are the leading causes of
death, disability, and high health-care costs in America (The Center for Science in the Public
Interest, 2008).
A study conducted in 2009 examined how consumers estimated the calorie, sodium, and
fat content of their quick service restaurant purchases and how accurate those estimates were
across the various restaurants. The calories of all the restaurants involved (Burger King,
McDonald’s, Wendy’s, Sonic, Arby’s Taco Bell, Chick-Fil-A, and Subway) were severely
underestimated by consumers, with Chick-Fil-A and Subway having least difference between the
estimated and actual amounts (Burton, Howlett, & Heintz Tangari, 2009). The study concluded
that “consumers do not seem to fully realize the degree to which calorie and nutrient levels of
‘quick service restaurant’ meals vary across restaurants” (Burton, et al., 2009, p. 260-262)
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Majority of the large chain restaurants do not provide any nutrition information on their
menu items for their customers. Studies show that the average American eats out at least four
meals a week (The Center for Science in the Public Interest, 2008). Therefore, without readily
available nutrition information, it has become difficult for consumers to compare menu items
with regards to health, at the time of purchase. The National Academies’ Institute of Medicine
recommends that restaurant chains “provide calorie content and other key nutrition information
on menus and packaging that is prominently visible at point of choice and use”. The Food and
Drug Administration, Surgeon General, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services,
National Cancer Institute, and American Medical Association also agree that providing nutrition
information at restaurants will provide awareness to the industry’s consumers (The Center for
Science in the Public Interest, 2008).
Nutritional labeling began in grocery stores and dates back to the late 60s. In 1966, the
Fair Packing and Labeling Act was passed. This act required all consumer products sold in
interstate commerce to be honestly and informatively labeled with the Food and Drug
Administration enforcing provisions on foods, drugs, cosmetics and medical devices (FDA.gov,
2010). This act is know as the first FDA milestone with repsect to labeling food items sold to
consumers. Years later, President George W. Bush signed the Nutritional Labeling and
Education Act of 1990 (NLEA) in November of 1990. The NLEA provided the FDA with the
authority to require nutritional labeling on most foods regulated by the Agency; and to require
that all nutrient content and health claims be consistent with agency’s regulations. This
regulation became effective for packaged foods, health claims, ingredient declarations, and
percent juice labeling in 1993 (U.S. Food and Drug Administration, 1995).
9

The NLEA consisted of six major components. These components took steps to correct
information asymmetries between producers and consumers of food. Through the six
components, three admirable policy goals were accomplished: 1. Helped customers make
healthier food choices through improved access to nutrition information; 2. Protected consumers
from inaccurate or misleading health-related claims on packages; and 3. Encouraged
manufacture to improve the nutritional quality of their products by making nutrition content
visible. Regardless of progression, the Nutritional Labeling and Education Act did nothing to
address the more pronounced, information asymmetries in the context of the restaurant industry.
In fact, the NLEA added section 403(q)(5)(A)(i) to the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, expressly
exempting restaurants from having to display their nutritional information on their menus and
drive-thru menu boards (Schulman, 2010).
In regards to the exemption, the Labeling Education and Nutritional Act of 2008 was
introduced at the National Restaurant Association’s 2008 Public Affairs Conference before
reaching the U.S. Senate floor (Frumkin, 2008). This act was a bill to amend the Federal Food,
Drug, and Cosmetic Act with respect to nutritional labeling food service establishments.
Unfortunately, this bill never became a law (govtrack.us, 2008). As reassurance, the act provided
a liability protection to operations that complied with the regulation. The protection implicated
that restaurants must state that the suggested daily caloric intake is (x) amount of calories.
Unfortunately, this bill never became a law; however, the U.S. Senate is considering this act on a
national level, in hopes that this act will help reduce obesity in America (govtrack.us, 2008).
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Research conducted in New York City’s effort to encourage healthier eating by posting
calorie counts on their drive-thru menu boards proves that it has been a success for about one in
six customers. In 2008, New York City became the first city in the United States to require chain
restaurants to provide calorie information on their menus, menu boards, and food display tags
(Technomic Inc, 2009). Interestingly, those consumers that did not see or ignored the nutritional
information provided, ordered whatever they wanted regardless of how unhealthy it was.
Fortunately, the customers who looked at the counts generally ordered about 100 fewer calories
than those who did not (British Medical Journal, 2011). Results concluded in this study revealed
that 89% of the City’s population reacted positively to the menu labeling legislations, with 90%
of the City’s population stating that the food calories were much higher than they had expected it
to be (Technomic Inc, 2009). Without proper menu labeling requirements it is shown through
previous studies that consumers are unaware of the amount of calories (nutritional information)
they are consuming when eating outside of the home.
Menu Labeling Legislations
Due to the New York City Health Department’s public health concern towards the rising
rates of overweight and diabetic citizens, New York formed a regulation that required all
restaurant chains to post calorie information on their menus and drive thru menu boards
(Dumanovsky, Huang, Bassett, and Silver, 2010). From this particular study stemmed a research
with a focus on the quick service restaurant consumer’s awareness of the nutritional information
now added on the menus because of the jurisdiction. The objective of the above research was to
assess consumer’s awareness of the menu calorie information at the quick service restaurant
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chains in New York City to determine rather that information was of importance to the
consumer.
New York City’s goal was to assure that the customers will have ready access to calorie
information when they make their menu selections. To do so, the regulation required that calories
for each menu item be placed: clearly and conspicuously, adjacent or in close proximity to the
item’s name, and using a font and format that is at least prominent to the menu’s format
(Dumanovsky; Huang; Bassett; and Silver, 2010). Measurements of the success from this study
would be resolute by the consumer’s response to the new quick service restaurant menus. The
awareness response rates measured whether or not the rates of obesity and other health related
diseases would potentially decrease due to the new regulations for the quick service restaurant
industries. Studies have shown that fewer customers reported seeing calorie information when it
is provided in a less accessible format such as posters and pamphlets. The customers also
mentioned that they often found the calorie information after they had purchased their meal.
Another study of significance stated that the data collected from a New York City
Subway chain restaurant supported the fact that providing calorie information on the restaurants
menus may help guide consumers to make healthier choices. Subway customers who reported
seeing the calorie information and actually using that information in making their food choices
purchased meals that were 99 fewer calories than did customers who said they had not seen the
calorie information displayed. That being said, researchers are now curious as to if these results
were the same for more than a few quick service restaurant chains around New York City
(Dumanovsky; Huang; Bassett; and Silver, 2010).
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Dumanovsky, Huang, Bassett, and Silvers’s (2010) interest in the potential variations in
consumer awareness among quick service restaurant chains led them to stratify study samples by
the restaurant chains, which allowed them to randomly sample 3 locations for each of the 15
quick service restaurant chains they had chosen, totaling in 45 sites being examined. The data
collection process was pre-enforcement (3 months before) and post-enforcement (3 months after)
of the date in which the levying of fines for noncompliance with the regulations began.
Customers exiting the restaurants were asked to participate in a breif survey regarding their
purchases and awareness to the new calorie information. The survey target for each restaurant
location was 50 respondents; data collection continued for two hours or until 50 surveys were
completed, whichever happened first (Dumanovsky, Huang, Bassett, and Silvers’s, 2010).
During the research, a total of 2,417 were collected to be analyzed (1,188 surveys
collected pre-enforcement and 1,229 post-enforcement). Before enforcement, 25% of the
customers reported seeing the calorie information; post enforcement, this figure rose to a solid
64%. Among the customers who saw the calorie information, 27% said that they used it. This
27% represents a 2-fold increase in the percentage of customers making calorie informed
choices. It was discussed that with these facts being established, if 1 in 4 adults eat quick service
restaurant on any given day in New York City, this finding would translate to more than 1 out of
6 million adults seeing calorie information and 280,000 adults usings that information to make
healthier food choices everyday (Dumanovsky et al. 2010).
Futhermore, Dumanovsky et al. (2010), discovered that the methods of providing
nutritional (calorie) information elsewhere in the restaurant instead of on the restaurant’s menu
board at the time of purchase, is far less effective at communicating information to consumers.
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The study demonstrated that prominent postings of caloric information on quick service
restaurant menu boards greatly increased customers awareness of calorie information. It also
states that other methods used to provide this information prior to enforcement were far less
effective. Since the enforcement of New York’s calorie labeling regulation began, approximately
1 million New York adults have seen calorie information each day (Dumanovsky et al. 2010).
More recently there has been interest in standarizing requirements for nutritional
information on quick service restaurant menus by the New York Health Department. With much
debate, it is stated that the proposal has been moving to state and federal levels.The researchers
suggest that as calorie labeling regulations become more widespread, so will the capacity to
assess the effectiveness of this strategy by means of broader population-level measures such: as
purchasing patterns, frequency of quick service restaurant consumption, and the obesity rates. It
has been discovered that increasing the consumer’s awareness of obesity and the high caloric
intake caused by the quick service restaurant industry is one of the primary ways to lower the
rising rates of over-weight and obese Americans (Dumanovsky et al. 2010).
Senator Thomas Carper, told the National Restaurant Association’s members that “the
country needs to address the problem of obesity, and a federal measure standardizing nutrition
labeling on menus would be a step in the right direction” (Frumkin, 2008). Overall, 76% of the
studies population in New York agreed that national, state and local governments should play a
more active role in regulating health and nutrition concerns in restaurants (Technomic Inc,
2009).
With New York City leading by example, King County Seattle Washington, Multnomah
County Portland Oregon, and the state of California have all passed some form of menu labeling
14

policy that will provide consumers with easy to find and read nutritional information on the
menus and menu boards in all quick service restaurant restaurants chains (Slawsky, 2007 and
Strugeon, 2008). The labeling has been proven practical and low cost for quick service
restaurants and has also been widely used by the industry’s consumers. However, the restaurant
industry is still opposed about the menu labeling decisions. The industry continues to argue that
they need flexibility in regards to convenience in posting the calorie information (Slawsky, 2007
and Strugeon, 2008). Legislations give specific guidelines as to how the calorie information
should be displayed and restaurants have no other choice but to comply. As the restaurant
industry continues to pressure legislators for flexibility, legislators continuously inform them that
what is convenient to the restaurant industry, may not be in the best interest of their consumers.
March 21, 2010, President Obama signed a menu labeling legislation into law, as part of
the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (Schulman, 2010). Among other things, the
legislation required chain restaurants to post calorie information on their menus and drive thru
menu boards. The legislation is yet to be implemented and is said to face logistical difficulties
and legal challenges. However, Congress took an important step by passing the legislation. The
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is now obligated to use its expertise to propose specific
regulations for implementing menu labeling (Schulman, 2010).
It is assumed that if consumers see the calorie content of foods as they are making their
purchasing decisions, they may alter their purchasing patterns and, in response, restaurant
owners may alter their menus to offer healthier dining options. However, the magnitude of the
problem and the national presence of many popular chain restaurants will call for a uniformed
labeled menu to be regulated by the FDA (Schulman, 2010).
15

FDA Regulations
The FDA has issued two proposed regulations that would ensure the effectiveness of
labeling quick service restaurant menus and menu boards. The proposals are expected to assure
that consumers have appropriate nutritional information when they make their food purchasing
decisions outside of their homes. The establishments that are required to adhere to these
guidelines are restaurants or similar retail food establishments with 20 or more locations under
the same name and offering substantially the same menu items. Businesses such as movie
theaters, airplanes and bowling alleys will be excluded from these requirements (U.S. Food and
Drug Administration, 2011).
According to the FDA guidelines, calories for each menu item should be disclosed on all
menus and menu boards, including the menu boards at drive thru locations. The words
“Calories” or “Cal” would be a major requirement to be posted on the menus next to the number
of calories in the menu item. The calorie information must be displayed clearly and prominently.
In addition, the nutritional information for combination meals (“Combo Meals”) should be
displayed in ranges, therefore making it visually easy for the consumers to comprehend
(Schulman, 2010). It is also important to note that these restaurants will be required to state in a
clear and prominent sentence that additional written information is available to consumers upon
request. This additional information should include: total calories, calories from fat, total fat,
saturated fat, cholesterol, Trans fat, sodium, total carbohydrates, sugars, dietary fiber and protein
(U.S. Food and Drug Administration, 2011).
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A succinct statement concerning consumer suggested daily caloric intake should also be
posted on the menus and menu boards. The following statement is proposed: “A 2,000 calorie
diet is used as the basis for general nutrition advice; however, individual calorie needs may vary”
(U.S. Food and Drug Administration, 2011). This statement will serve as a disclaimer in regards
to the calorie information that the restaurants will be providing.
In case of the states that already have implemented the legislations for menu labeling and
nutritional information, they must also adhere to the policies set forth by the FDA. The FDA
states that the State and local governments would not be able to impose any different or
additional nutritional labeling requirements for the foods served in the restaurants and similar
retail food establishments covered by the Federal requirements. The FDA also mentions that the
State and local governments can establish nutritional labeling requirements for food
establishments that are not covered by the new law or regulations (U.S. Food and Drug
Administration, 2011). Food service operations such as: hospital dining halls, grocery stores,
and schools will be excluded from the FDA menu labeling requirements.
Consumer Preferences
The Food Standards Agency’s 6th Annual Consumer Attitudes to Food Survey provides
evidence that Americans are becoming more active towards their daily diets and food intake
(Food Standards Agency, 2006). Another survey published in 2005 shows that 67% of
Americans are aware that they should consume at least five portions of fruit and vegetables daily.
53% now check labels for nutritional value and over 60% of America’s population check food
labels for fat content only. When these statistics were compared to the year 2000 and it is
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revealed that America’s health awareness had increased 20 – 30% over that period of time (Food
Standards Agency, 2006).
The quick service restaurant industry has also received many criticisms for the high
amounts of calories, sugars, and saturated fats within their food items. This, along with
America’s steady rise toward the more health conscientious life style, has led the quick service
restaurant industry to provide healthier menu items for their consumers. Their goal was to
provide their consumers with the convenience of eating healthy on the go, rather than having
only healthy meals provided in their own homes or at full-service restaurants. These options
quickly became the trend for quick-service establishments, especially those that offered their
consumers the drive-thru experience.
O’Dougherty, Harnack, French, Story, Oaks, and Jeffery (2006) examined the nutrition
related attitudes that has the potential of affecting consumer food choices at quick service
restaurant restuarants. They also studied consumer attitudes toward nutrition labeling of quick
service restaurants and the elimination of value size pricing. A total of 79 quick service
restaurant restaurants patrons participated and results showed that only 57% of the participants
rated nutritional information as important when purchasing quick service restaurant. Almost 62%
of the participants supported the law requiring nutrition labeling on the restaurant menus and
34% supported the law requiring restuarants to offer lower prices on smaller options instead of
bigger-sized portions (O’Dougherty et al., 2006).
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Requiring restaurants to provide nutritional information at the point of purchase may
potentially improve literacy by allowing consumers to gain “access to, understand, and use
information in ways which promote and maintain good health” (Kickbusch and Nutbeam, 1998).
The 2007 QSR Consumer Survey reveals trends that could be used to better understand the
future of the restaurant industry. The survey examined what attracts consumers to quick service
restaurant restaurants, and discovered that when it comes to nutrition and diets, 67% of
repondents state that they are watching one or more things. 42% of those participants mentioned
that they were watching calories and another 34% were watching fat grams (QSR, 2007). Studies
have also shown that while consumers are capable of using health claims and nutritional
information to make their decisions, they may lack the motivation to do so when inside of the
restaurants (Alexander, O’Gorman, and Wood, 2009).
A study using focus groups took a look at how individuals used food product nutritional
labels, along with the group’s reaction to placing food item calories on a quick service menu
board. The reaction to the menu board with the calorie information, varied between participants
in the group. Some felt that it was an adequate representation of the menu item’s nutritional
value, while the remaining participants felt that the additional information made the menu boards
too confusing and a bit crowded. It was concluded that the benefits of having calorie
information on a quick service restaurant menu board was rather uncertain (Lando and LabinerWolfe, 2006).
Pulos and Leng (2010) conducted a study researching whether or not the inclusion of
nutrient labeling on restaurant menus would cause consumers to alter their ordering patterns.
This study stemmed from the fact that the inclusion of calorie information on menus is already
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practiced in New York City, yet there is still a growing concern for obesity and other noncommunicable diseases. The study was conducted within full service restaurants in regards to
“pre-labeling versus post-labeling.”
The results noted: “On average, entrees purchased in the post-labeling stage contained
about 15 fewer calories, 1.5 fewer grams of fat, and 45 fewer milligrams of sodium than did
entrees purchased in the pre-labeling period. There were no before and after differences in the
carbohydrates content of the entrees purchased. The most frequently reported actions taken by
the consumers as a result of seeing the nutrition information was choosing entrees lower in
calories (20.4% respondents) and fat (16.5% respondents)” (Pulos and Leng, 2010). The results
justify the argument that consumers will make more conscious health decisions if the
information is readily available for them. When further observing the effects of adding
nutritional values on restaurant menus, managers began to take into account that their bottomline could be positively or negatively transformed. Burton et al (2009) conducted a study which
focused on determining how objective nutritional information can affect consumer purchasing
intentions.
The findings of this particular research suggested that restaurant chains which serve foods
with calorie and nutrient levels that substantially exceed the consumer’s expectations may have
cause for concern as nutrition information disclosures on menus and menu boards become more
widely mandated (Burton et al., 2009). These findings may seem shocking to restaurant owners
but even more shocking to the consumers, hence leading them to re-evaluate their ordering/
purchasing intentions. The observational study contributed by Roberts et al. (2009) further
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supports the need for restaurants to make their nutritional information easier to access in order to
achieve the goals mandated by the FDA and to help consumers make more health-conscious
decisions. Many states have begun proposing legal mandates in regards to the FDA, with
California being the one of the first states to require restaurants to display nutritional data.
In California, as of January 2011, failure to display the dietary information within
facilities which it is required will result in a fine of $50 to $500 from the state. Restaurants that
use menu boards (drive-thrus) would only be required to display the calorie counts as nutritional
information. The calorie counts would need to be placed in a “clear and conspicuous” font and
the additional dietary information would need to be available upon request or at the point of the
transaction (Jennings, 2008). It is important to note that the consumers need to take into
consideration that alcohol, condiments, and extra sauces would not be included in the menu
disclosure.
Studies have shown that the quick service restaurant industry’s consumers are trending
towards healthy eating “on the go” rather than only within their homes. Healthy eating is
important considering the fast paced life style where dining outside of the home is now deemed
to be convenient. It has become imperative for restaurants, quick service restaurants in particular,
to provide nutritional information that is easily accessible at the consumer’s time of purchase so
that they are able to make more health informed decisions. With America advancing to a faster
life style, Americans are seeking convenience in everything; the quick service restaurant industry
is catering to this need.
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Quick Service Restaurant Industry and Obesity Prevention
Quick service restaurants (QSR) are defined by their concept of accelerated food service,
carry out or drive thru sales, limited service personnel, and reasonably priced meals. It has been
characterized by its top-of-mind, nationwide advertising and “price sensitive customers who
develop ‘habit-forming purchases” (Gregory, et al., 2006, p.45). While a number of factors have
played a role in the ever-changing issue of obesity, the quick service restaurant industry has been
unceasingly and unfairly accused of causing excessive weight gain in Americans. As the research
showing a correlation between patronage to quick service restaurants and obesity, quick service
restaurants have faced an onslaught of negative press, lawsuits, and general disapproval. “There
is a public perception that eating away from home, especially in quick service restaurants, is
contributing to the obesity crisis” (Roseman and DiPietro, 2005, 104).
These restaurants have catered to consumers’ demands and increased their portion sizes
over the years. Studies have shown that since the 1970s, portion sizes have increased in all
categories (except bread) and the largest of those increases were found in quick service
restaurant menu items (DiPietro, et al., 2004). It was shown that these increased portion sizes did
not follow the recommended sizes laid out by the Food Guide Pyramid, a reference tool for food
choices (Gregory, et al., 2006). In 2002, the quick service restaurant industry was hit with the
first of a series of lawsuits in reference to their role in America’s obesity epidemic. This lawsuit
was filed by a New York attorney against McDonalds on behalf of a class action group of
children claiming to have become obese from consuming the company’s products, followed by a
man claiming that quick service restaurant restaurants, McDonalds in particular, was the cause of
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his obesity. There are also other lawsuits either being filed or being seriously considered by
consumer advocate groups. Defendants in these lawsuits include, but are not limited to,
McDonalds, Burger King, and Wendy’s (Upton, 2004; Vroom, 2005).
Many of these lawsuits were dismissed but the publicity from it was damaging and
contributed to a decline in quick service restaurant sales for some time (Upton, 2004; Vroom,
2005). Due to the publicity consumers have become more health conscious of the foods they
consume from the quick service restaurant industry. Kara (1997) stated that this health
consciousness presented a trend that declared that consumers now desired low-calorie, light, and
low-fat menu items. Following this trend, many quick service restaurants are taking various
measures to either make consumers aware of the high caloric intake of their food items or to
provide consumers with healthier food options to choose from (Kara, Kaynak, and
Kucukemiroglu, 1997).
In response to increased consumer demand McDonalds has introduced a low-fat beef
burger called the McLean. Unfortunately, this low-fat burger was neither a marketing nor
financial success as the reality of consumer purchases did not match the expectations. Similarly,
Pizza Hut’s addition of low-fat pizza toppings also failed. Burger King, on the other hand,
presented a grilled chicken sandwich called the BK Broiler or the Tendergrill which was
considered as a success in the market place (Nerac Insights, 2008). Despite some of the negative
effects of a “quick service restaurant diet.” the restaurant industry has continued to grow at 3% a
year (Hwang and Lorenzen, 2008). Throughout the years other major quick service restaurant
chains followed the example of modifying their menus to offer healthier food items. The most
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visible changes in the quick service restaurant restaurants have been the addition of: salads,
fruits, vegetables and yogurts. Since these additions, total sales had doubled from the year 2005
to 2006 at $120 billion, or 21 percent (Nutrition Business Journal, 2008).
Currently most major quick service restaurant outlets have made the nutritional
information for their food items available through their company websites. The information is
posted on the company’s website so that the corporations can regulate the accuracy of the
presented information (Gregory, McTyre, and DiPietro, 2006). The inclusion of nutritional
information on the restaurants website was developed from failure to require the restaurants to
include the information on their menus. When congress passed the Nutritional Labeling and
Education Act in 1990, it required nutritional information to be listed on packaged food products
(Gregory, McTyre, and DiPietro, 2006). At this time, lawmakers considered requiring the quick
service restaurants to do the same. After further investigation, it was decided that this legislation
would not be practical since the restaurant industry changed their menu items frequently and
have a variety of cooks (U.S. Department of Agriculture, Center for Nutrition Policy and
Promotion, 1996).
Gregory, McTyre, and DiPietro (2006) conducted a quantitative study aimed at
identifying whether the current menu offerings and the perceived nutritional value of a sample of
some of the largest quick service restaurants have responded to the growing concerns regarding
the obesity problem in the United States. This research determined what the quick service
restaurant industry has been doing to promote their healthier menu items and how they are trying
to change the image brought on by lingering thoughts of lawsuits regarding obesity (Gregory,
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McTyre, and DiPietro, 2006). Results of their study revealed that in television commercials
between the hours of 10:00am and 3:00pm, 44% of commercials representing the identified
quick service restaurants with a focus on nutritional offerings were aired. During the hours of
5:00pm and 10:00pm, 41.25% of the quick service restaurant commercials were shown with
focus on nutritional aspects. These commercials highlighted food items that were designed to
appeal to the viewer’s desire to eat in a healthier way. It was also revealed that in these
commercials, the quick service restaurant restaurants also provided links to their nutritional
information on their websites (Gregory, McTyre, and DiPietro, 2006). This research provides
indication that the quick service restaurant industry has shown and is showing concern for their
consumer’s health.
However, the quick service restaurant industry continues to receive criticism for the
increasing obesity rates amongst Americans. In 1986, in the United Kingdom, McDonald’s filed
a libel lawsuit against the producers of a leaflet titled “What’s Wrong with McDonald’s,” and
while McDonald’s won the case, many of the leaflet’s claims were proven to be true. The court
case revealed that their food was high in fat and sugar, which could cause obesity along with
other health concerns associated with that disease. More importantly, the libel case demonstrated
that McDonalds had been directing much of its advertising efforts towards children. The
situation caused a lot of negative press for the quick service restaurant industry and brought to
light some of the issues with its menu items (Gregory, et al., 2006). A study was completed in
order to identify whether current menu items and perceived nutritional value of the largest quick
service restaurant establishments have responded to growing health concerns about menu
offerings (Gregory, 2006). Implications from the study are as follows:
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1. Provide Nutritional Information That is Easily Accessible:
Providing easily accessible nutrition information can be vital to reducing obesity amongst
Americans, caused by the quick service restaurant industry. The key to doing so is
defining the term easily accessible. Quick service restaurant chains have been displaying
this nutritional information on their websites and at times, upon request. Many consumers
are not aware of the information that is available to them unless it is displayed in a
noticeable way. The “easily accessible information,” information that can be seen, will
serve as a reminder to those that are already dieting and would also be very beneficial to
all consumers.
2. Nutrition Information Should Be Easy To Read:
The key to menu labeling success is making sure that the information provided is easy to
read and understand. When issuing the legislation, few states went into detail about how
or where information should be displayed. Quick service restaurant establishments were
only told to display the information. With little detail given, the restaurants could display
the information in any font or format, with no regards of rather the consumers could read
it or not. Specific instructions should be given so that the quick service restaurant chains
will know exactly how to display the information in a way that is most convenient to their
consumers.
3. Introduce Healthy Combo Meals That Are Attractive In Price, Variety, And Profitability:
Recognizing that healthy menu items in restaurants are either higher in price or
unattractive in variety, Researchers are now suggesting that better variety be offered at a
more attractive price for the healthier items (Gregory, 2006).
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4. Restaurant Chains Need To Keep Healthy Menu Items On The Menu Despite Low Profit
Margins And/ Or Low Sales:
Low profit margins and/or lower sales are also known as a Dog in the BCG Matrix. It is
recommended that these items be removed in an effort to produce a more efficient menu.
In this case, Gregory (2006) suggested that these healthy and low profit items remain on
the menu. As previously discussed, making these items more attractive in variety and
reasonably priced would allow the healthier items to prosper.
5. Provide A Total Calorie And Fat Content Menu For Consumers To Make An Informed
Decision:
Providing the total calorie and fat content for consumers will assist them in making a
more informed decision. Making these knowledgeable decisions is crucial when striving
to eat healthier, especially when dining outside of the home. Without the nutritional
information on the restaurant menus, consumers are left to assume which food choices
are healthier. In most cases, this assumption is generally incorrect.
6. Quick Service Restaurants Creating Partnerships With Associations That Focuses On
Nutrition Issues In Order To Encourage A “Healthier” Overall Consumer (Gregory,
2006).
These partnerships will provide support to the quick service restaurant industry on their
journey of changing menu boards. They will also provide deeper researcher to consumers
so that they will become aware and/or more knowledgeable about the risk of calorie over
consumption and lack of daily physical activities.
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These suggestions are purposed to promote healthier lifestyles and to decrease America’s
high rate of over-weight and obese citizens. The findings of this study concluded that quick
service restaurants have responded to criticisms in a major way by offering healthier menu items
and also by using wide methods of promotions to inform consumers of the changes made in the
industry (Gregory, 2006). In the eyes of the restaurant industry it is unfortunate that with the
study being conducted and the changes being made, criticisms towards the quick service
restaurant industry has failed to cease due to the consumer’s perception from the media.
It is a known truth that Consumers of the quick service restaurant industry can easily
consume 1000 calories in one quick service restaurant meal. The availability of calorie
consumption at the point of purchase may limit or decrease the caloric intake of consumers by
allowing them to make an informed decision (Turley, 2009). Providing the nutritional
information will have short term effects of reducing caloric intake and perhaps long-term effects
of preventing health related issues correlated with obesity (Turley, et al., 2009). Point of
purchase information is useful to anyone who are disturbed about the amount of calories they
consume and will help dieters and those with health issues to make an on the spot decision
without having to request the nutritional information from the establishment or to inconveniently
search for it on the company’s website.
The quick service restaurant industry is well aware of the changes they are expected to
make due to the obesity epidemic in America. It is evident that many of these changes have
already been implemented and are appreciated by the consumers that are aware of their
existence. The quick service restaurant industry is continuing their efforts to alert consumers of
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the nutritional values. Unfortunately, this process is not as effective as it should have been and
since the consumers rarely visit the websites to check the nutritional value of what is provided,
the restaurants are still being harshly criticized for obesity in America. According to Rosanna
Caira (2007), the editor and publisher of Foodservice & Hospitality, in order for quick service
restaurants to continue their success they will have to be: “incorporating technology solutions
that save time and money; diversifying menus to promote healthier food choices; and enhancing
drive-thru technology to simplify take-out and delivery choices” (2007).
Industry Challenges
Roseman and DiPietro (2005) reveal that the quick service restaurant industry is currently
faced with previously proposed bills and recently introduced legislations being implemented. It
is feared that chain restaurants may have: too many menu variations to adhere to, limited space
on their menus to make changes, difficulty in updating menu items, and trouble training
employees on how to read and explain the new menus to their customers. It is assumed that the
new modifications will be very costly for restaurants to make the necessary required changes
being asked of them (Roseman and DiPietro, 2005).
In 1995, the cost to scientifically analyze each menu item’s nutritional value was $500
per item. Many quick service restaurant restaurants have over 100 listed menu items that may
change frequently and randomly, therefore it would be extremely costly for restaurants to fully
analyze all of their offerings (Alexander, O’Gorman and Wood, 2009). There is also great
concern for the layout of the new menus. With the suggested requirements, it is feared that the
menus may seem too confusing or too cluttered for the customers. With these issues taken into
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consideration, it is also estimated that the consumers may ignore the information provided, if the
menus become an inconvenience to them.
Another challenge in the quick service restaurant industry regarding consumer health is
the large food portion sizes that are offered. It is observed that in the decades in which the
prevalence of overweight and obese individuals have significantly increased, portion sizes of
especially high energy foods have increased as well (Vermeer, Alting, Steenhuis, and Seidell,
2009). One of the major issues with larger food portions is that consumers feel pressured to
consume the entire meal even when they have reached the point where they have become “full”
or “satisfied” (Hwang and Cranage, 2010). For the more health conscious consumer, in limited
restaurants, the quick service restaurant industry has given them a choice as to whether or not
they order the larger portion of the meal. This choice has been helpful towards some consumers
but not so much towards those that view the larger portions as a value in regards to pricing.
The menu items being offered by increasing numbers of quick service restaurant
restaurants are emphasizing healthful choices, while at the same time blunting critics’ claim that
all quick service restaurants are high in fat, calories, and sodium (Frumkin, 2003b). Eating better
and healthier is becoming an obsession in many parts of the United States and throughout the
world (Siemering, 2004). To remain competitive, quick service restaurant restaurants have to
consider their health conscious consumers by creating awareness and providing a more nutritious
menu at a valuable price.
Quick service restaurants have also faced numerous challenges while trying to reduce the
image of cause agents of obesity that was placed upon them. The thought of providing healthier
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menu items at quick service restaurant restaurants is perceived as a simple task to the consumers
than it is in reality to the quick service restaurant industry. Steve Calderia, spokesman from
Dunkin’ Brands, the parent company of Baskin-Robbins and Dunkin’ Donuts, said “the
increasingly complex, highly localized regulatory approach to menu labeling is both costly and
disruptive to our franchises and our businesses, especially in these challenging and increasingly
uncertain economic times.” Caldeira also explained that restaurant chains already provide this
information on their websites and inside of the establishments upon request and that the
government will need “to give the chains the flexibility to give the information the way it sees
fit; that has always been our argument” (Ethan and Thorn, 2009).
Quick Service Restaurants are striving to reduce this image placed upon them but it is a
struggle. Wendy’s tested melon cubes as an alternative to French fries on their menus; however
the idea was put to an end after the company could not find a dependable year-round supplier of
fresh melons (Nerac Insights, 2008). This was an issue that most quick service restaurant
restaurants encountered, along with the issue of keeping the food items fresh. Fruits and
vegetables cannot be frozen or stored as easily or as cheap as the meat and French fries that are
normally ordered by the quick service restaurant restaurants. Canning is an option but it would
take an innovative company to overcome taste and nutrient-retention problems. Other
alternatives include organic and non-genetically engineered meats and cheeses, and ground
turkey or chicken to replace ground beef in burgers. These ingredients would be more expensive
but may become more of a determinant factor for their consumers (Nerac Insights, 2008).
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Many consumers want to know what they are eating so that during the times when they
are eating away from home, they are making a more informed decision. Marion Nestle, a
professor at New York University’s Department of Nutrition, Food Studies and Public Health
and author of the blog “Food Politics,” said the New York drive-thru study confirms that once
people pay attention to the calorie counts, they will make dietary changes. “The next step has to
be to get more people to look at the info” (USA TODAY, 2011). Therefore researchers must
discover a way to produce a menu that is more appealing to the consumer’s eye. It is also
important that the nutritional information is not only noticeable but obvious to the point that
consumers have no other choice but to see it when ordering.
Restaurant managers in California are not as thrilled about the legislation as the state and
its consumers are. “It would make restaurant operators more vulnerable to lawsuits if the
nutritional information is found to be more than slightly incorrect” Jot Condie, President of the
California Restaurant Association explained. He continued to state that “the legislation is placing
an onerous and intrusive burden on restaurateurs that will have no effect on obesity rates and
opens the door for frivolous shakedown lawsuits” (Jennings, 2008). This issue is addressed by
the very costly process of scientifically analyzing each menu item. For larger brand chain
restaurants, this process may be easier to accomplish financially.
Convenience: The Drive-Thru Experience
Providing healthier options for consumers was enough to satisfy the quick service
restaurant industry for a while, but as the more health conscious consumer generation
approached, the more the quick service restaurant industry began searching for more effective
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methods of satisfaction. Research has shown that not only do consumers search for nutrition
within their drive thru experiences; they also seek the speed factor of convenience.

Quick service restaurant operators are all too familiar with consumer frustrations and are
taking giant steps to improve service times and order accuracy as off-premises consumption
continues to rise. The quick service restaurant industry reports in 1994, estimate that one in 10
meals purchased from quick service restaurants were eaten in the car, that number has been on a
steady rise and has nearly tripled since then. These statistics are due to the fact that offerings at
the drive-thru require a continuous need for speed and convenience on behalf of the consumers,
which has resulted in an increase in the amount of time that drivers spend in their cars (Howard,
1995).
This has quickly translated into more traffic at the drive-thru windows. Andrea Gigi, an
analyst with NPD Crest, a marketing and consulting firm, stated that “consumers’ need for
convenience is another factor influencing drive-thru traffic.” Lines have known to be out of the
parking lot at popular fast-food restaurants, while the amount of business is a positive thing, the
traffic jams are known to be the negative. For quick-service restaurants this is a win-lose
situation (Howard, 1995).
Arby’s quick service restaurant was established in 1964 in Boardman, Ohio. The popular
chain offers a variety of roast beef and market fresh sandwiches. Arby’s was an industry leader
in offering healthy options. In 1991, they created the Lite Menu which consisted of: three
sandwiches and four salads under 300 calories (Arbys.com). Later, in 2001, Arby’s decided to
add the market fresh sandwiches to their menu selections to meet the changing preferences of
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consumers.
In the year of 1995, Arby’s began addressing the drive-thru issues by upgrading
technologies to improve service times and order accuracy in an effort to keep the traffic moving.
Reduced queues will increase customer satisfaction, as timeliness is a major component and
factor of choosing the quick service restaurant dining option. The company’s goal in the year of
1995 through the year 2011 was to build a 60-second turnover for each car (Howard, 1995). The
quick-service restaurant thinks that this goal can be achieved by manipulating the menu board at
the drive-thru to speed up ordering times by the customer and order fulfillment by the server.
The company planned to offer only 8 to 10 fixed meals and an introductory of other products,
including full meal deals for the family.
The idea is that fewer menu items means less time at the menu board and less time
getting the orders ready behind the food counter. Evidence has shown that hard-core drive-thru
customers do not graze. There are an over-whelming number of drive-thru customers who order
the same thing at every visit (Howard, 1995). These customers represent up to 80% of Arby’s
fast-food occasions. Arby’s spokesperson Wiser, states, “If we only have 8 to 10 fixed items to
focus on, an order could be placed and prepared quicker. We do not want to clutter the
experience for those who just want the No. 3 combo”.
Arby’s has not reached their goal of menu engineering in an effort to produce a faster and
more convenient drive-thru experience. The classic pricing menu displays over 10 fixed items
with nearly four menu boards, surpassing the goal of 8-10 fixed menu items. If Arby’s would
have succeeded in their goal of only 8 – 10 fixed menu items in the drive –thru, certainly the
drive-thru waiting time would have been reduced.
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Consumers associate time with money. Time wasted is a high opportunity cost of doing
something else. With knowledge of this attribute, many quick service restaurants are competing
against drive-thru waiting times. It is assumed that customers will chose their dining options
based on the amount of time they have and the amount of time they may spend waiting for their
food, whether it is in the drive thru or in the dining room.

Allon, Federgruen, and Pierson (2009) studied whether and to what extent waiting time
performance measures impact different firms’ market shares and price decisions. It is realized
that the quick service restaurant industry gained a hundred billion dollar worth of sales in the
year of 2007. The drive thru sector accounts for about 70% of the quick service restaurant
industry’s sales. This percentage was a 10% increase from 6 years ago and the percentage has
been on a constant rise since then (Hughlett, 2008). For these reasons, firms within the industry
are investing heavily to improve customer waiting and service times along with the accuracy in
which the orders are being filled (Quick Service Restaurant Magazine, 2008).

The $129 billion industry has defined the drive thru mania as one that has everyone
scrambling for a cutting edge advantage. A very popular drive thru restaurant in Houston now
has a total of 14 drive thru lanes and many popular chains are beginning to renovate their
properties, making room for additional drive thru lanes and less space for inside dining. Industry
wide, over 80% of quick service restaurant growth is due to their drive thru experiences. Many
quick service restaurant chains have installed timer systems in their restaurants that will let the
operators know how many cars visited the drive thru at various times of the day, and, in addition
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the average time customers spend in the drive thru and which point had the longest wait time
(Hughlett, 2008).
Again it is stated that “people decide whether to come to your restaurant based on how
long the drive-thru line is” said Hughlett. More importantly, the President of Data Management
at Restaurant Technologies, states that “there’s an industry aphorism that for every 7 second
reduction in a quick service restaurant drive thru service time, the companies sales will increase
by 1%.” That being known, quick service restaurant establishments recently began providing
incentives for the location that reduced their drive thru waiting times.

Through this experiment, the restaurants learned that the menu items on the drive thru
menu boards must be easy to read and understand and that the combo meals were time saving
elements. Mark Kalinowski of Salomon Smith Barney states, “It isn’t just about pride in your
company, either. It’s about profits” (Hughlett, 2008). Those 7 second reduction results are based
on smaller scale quick service restaurants. In establishments that are more popular quick service
restaurant chains the increase may be more than 3% and sales could go up by 15%. This trend
was on a steady rise when the data was collected in 2008, that number has nearly tripled since
then (Allon, Federgruen, Pierson, 2009). The motivators for these increases are due to the
changes in generations in regards to their ever-changing need for convenience.

A main characteristic of quick service restaurant is the ability to receive food and service
in a timely manner. Fast is referenced to the service more so than the food (Chou, 2011), thus
the term quick service restaurants is often used to describe the fast food industry. Consumers of
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the quick service restaurant industry do not expect to wait in long lines to be serviced or for the
food to be produced.

Consumers do not like waiting. Many external factors contribute to the inconvenience of
waiting in a line. Consumer’s perception of the wait is longer and enhanced from the reality of
the actual wait time (Jones, 1996). The role of the drive thru menu board is to generate consumer
cravings while creating up-sells and expediting the ordering process. This tends to be the most
problematic system for both the quick service restaurant operators and the customers. The menu
board is a first priority in improving the drive thru experience and the profitability it brings.
Researchers suggest that the quick service restaurant industries develop a menu board strategy
for their establishment. Drive thru improvement implications included: separate the combo menu
from the a la crate items, use rotating menus so that items that are not being served are not
displayed, angle menu boards a little towards on-coming drive thru traffic (Jones, 1996) and
keeping the menu boards clear and free of cluttered items and/or formats.

The suggestions mentioned above may be known as the most challenging aspect of menu
labeling. The quick service restaurant industry, particularly those that offer the drive thru
experience, must maintain their promise of convenience. This promise of convenience can be
captured with proper menu engineering.
Menu Design/ Engineering Importance
The concept of menu engineering has been known as one of the most profitable practices
within the restaurant industry due to its ability to directly affect the restaurants bottom-line. It
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provides restaurant managers and chain operators with information about a menu item’s
profitability, as well as popularity. With this information, restaurant managers have determined
that the main goal of menu designing is maximizing profits, and the key to maximizing profits is
identifying the menu style that will repeatedly catch the consumer’s eye (Raab and Meyer,
2003).
Restaurant menus can be considered not only as a sales instrument, but also as a form of
communication. Since customers are very diverse, each individual will receive the
communication from the restaurant’s menu in a different way, therefore the message that the
restaurant intends to relate to their customers must be analyzed from every prospective (Bowen
and Morris, 1995). More importantly, consumer demographics should be taken into
consideration before any other aspect of menu engineering. Throughout the process of menu
designing it is found that the planning of menus is not an easy task for restaurant managers when
taken seriously. It is often very time consuming and expensive, especially for those businesses
that are already established. In many cases, managers have analyzed their performances and have
realized that they were not as successful as planned due to poor menu engineering (Rotch, 1990).
Traditional menu engineering focuses on restaurant profitability by analyzing a menu
item’s contribution margin. The contribution margin is calculated by subtracting a menu item’s
food cost from its revenue. Next, the manager would test the menu items for their profitability by
establishing an average contribution margin value for the menu. This is done by dividing the
total menu contribution margin by the total number of menu items sold (Kasavana and Smith,
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1990; Schmidgall, 1977). It is then common for the managers to classify each menu item into
one of the four categories based on its popularity and profitability (Exhibit A).
The most common classification method is known as the Boston Consulting Group
Matrix or BCG. The BCG method is merely based on a product’s life cycle theory that can be
used to determine what priorities should be given to each product. The general concept of this
method is that the bigger the market share for the product, the better it is for the business. A
menu item with higher than average popularity and profitability is referred to as a “Star,”
whereas an item with higher than average profitability and lower than average popularity is
called a “Puzzle” (Schmidgall, 1977). The “Stars” typically consume a large amount of cash
since they are known as the leaders in the business due to the large amounts of cash they
generate. Those products that are listed as “Puzzles” are known for having the worst amount of
generated cash but a significant level of demands. Managers should either invest heavily in these
items or invest nothing and generate whatever cash it may bring. The “Puzzles” are questionable
since it is hard to tell if they can be saved or if they will eventually become “Dogs” (BCG Matrix
Guide, 2010).
Menu items with lower than average profitability and lower than average popularity are
identified as “Dogs” (Schmidgall, 1977). In most cases, Dog items should be eliminated from
the restaurant’s menu. The menu items with lower than average profitability and higher than
average popularity are called “Plow Horses” (Schmidgall, 1977). These menu items generate an
excessive amount of cash but are known for their slow growth. They are to be continuously
promoted with as little as possible investments (Stern & Deimler, 2006). After classification of
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the menu items, each item’s share of the total menu profit can be identified (Kasavana & Smith,
1990; Schmidgall, 1977).
Table 1: Menu Engineering

Gross Profit

Popularity

STARS

High

High

PLOW HORSES

Low

High

PUZZLES

High

Low

DOGS

Low

Low

Successfully managing costs, sales, volumes and spends are all benefits of the menu
engineering matrix. It is important to note that equal attention should be given to all menu items;
therefore managers must be aware that this particular method of study may produce great
performers as well as poor performers. To prevent the promotion of poor performers, marketing
skills such as understanding the customer needs and their purchasing behaviors is crucial.
Another critical aspect of menu engineering is the fact that it may include: menu item
promotions, re-positioning of the menu, retention, elimination of items due to lack of space or
“Dog” category, and introduction of new items. Managers should always select a menu
engineering technique that will be the most effective towards the circumstances of their
restaurant. As mentioned earlier, menu engineering is not a simple task for already established
restaurants. These particular establishments may be limited to the amount of changes they can
make to their menus and significant amounts of funding may be needed; therefore it would be the
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responsibility of individuals at a corporate level to determine which type of menu changes should
or could be implemented. Most importantly, many restaurants may not consider every aspect of
designing or redesigning their menus. In regards to redesigning a menu, consumer preferences
must be taken into account first.
Considering consumer preferences will require having knowledge of which menu designs
would catch the consumer’s attention. Robert, Agnew and Brownell (2009) conducted an
observational study at the quick service restaurant locations of McDonalds, Starbucks, Burger
King, and Au Bon Pain. The research was initiated as a result of the New York Legislation
requiring restaurant chains within that state to list the calorie content information and the
restaurant industry’s opposition to “the cost of changing and cluttering menus” (Robert el al.,
2009). The researchers examined the patrons that entered the establishments and generated
results stating: out of the 1500 quick service restaurant patrons that entered McDonalds, only
0.1% accessed the nutritional information prior to placing their order. Of the 482 patrons who
entered Burger King, 0.6% viewed the nutritional information prior to ordering, out of the 671
patrons observed entering Au Bon Pain, 0.06% accessed the information prior to ordering and
surprisingly, none of the 657 patrons from Starbucks bothered to look at the nutritional
information provided.
These statistics could be the consequences of two circumstances. The first assumed
situation is that many customers already know exactly what they are going to order before they
arrive at the quick service restaurant establishment therefore making it unnecessary to review the
menu. It is also possible that the menu design was not as attractive as the restaurant thought it
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would be or the font for the information could have been presented in an unnoticeable or
distracting way. The researchers of this study provided evidence of poor menu engineering. The
inclusion of nutritional information on the menus of these quick service restaurant restaurants
would have been successful if the aspect of consumer preference were taken into consideration.
With a growing interest in healthy eating, due to the high rates of obesity in America, it
appears as though quick service restaurant consumers will benefit greatly from having nutritional
information (calories) posted on the menus and drive thru menu boards. More than 70 percent of
respondents top a national telephone survey of 580 adults supported the idea of listing calories
on menus (U.S. Food and Drug Administration, 2011). Consumers find it difficult to eat healthy
while dining out when nutritional information is not readily available and also find it challenging
to estimate the calorie content of quick service restaurant meals.
Wootan and Osborn (2006) found that even nutrition professionals consistently and
substantially underestimated the calorie content of popular restaurant meals by 200 to 600
calories per meal. Providing this vital information about nutritional values at the point of
purchase will eliminate the process of guessing calories and will allow consumers to consume
healthier meals. According to the American Dietetic Association’s 2000 survey, 85 percent of
Americans rated nutrition as moderately to very important to them, 42 percent mistakenly
believed their diets were healthier that they actually were, and yet 95 percent of Americans feel
that they are qualified to make their own choices regarding food/diet choices (Totten and
McKay, 2003).
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Another surprising statistic from this study is that 68 percent or consumers stated they
were tired of the “food police” and hearing about “good” versus “bad” foods (DiPietro, et al.,
2004). Ultimately the consumer will make the decision as to whether or not they will pay
attention to the nutritional information provided by a restaurant (Totten and McKay, 2003).
Quick service restaurant seems to be a prevalent choice based on restaurant selection factors
when dining outside of the home. Therefore, “It is not realistic to expect the industry to bear the
burden for food choices that consumers make, but it is also naiveté on the part of the industry to
expect consumers to take full responsibility for their purchasing choices” (Gregory, et al., 2006,
p.61).
A new study released on Starbucks in January 02, 2011 examined the behavior of
restaurant consumers before and after calorie counts were posted on the restaurant’s menu. This
particular research determined that when restaurants post calories on their menu boards, there is
a reduction in calories per transaction for each consumer. Researcher from Stanford Graduate
School of Business found that calorie posting in New York City in 2008 led to a 6% reduction in
calories per transaction and beverage choices at Starbucks are unaffected by calorie postings on
menus. However, calorie postings on the Starbucks menus did lead to consumers purchasing
lower calorie food items.
The studies major findings reveal that: 1) calorie posting at Starbucks led to a 6%
reduction in calories per transaction, from 247 to 232 calories per consumer transaction, and 2)
Overall, Starbucks revenues were not affected by the calorie posting requirements. However, for
Starbucks stores located within 50 meters of a competitor, calorie postings led to an increase in
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Starbucks revenue. The researchers of this study argue that the calorie counts posted on the
restaurants menus and menu boards may not be decision makers for most consumers but the
information does influence consumer behaviors (Stanford GSB, 2011).
Research Hypotheses
This study includes development and redesigning of drive thru menus to comply with the FDA
guidelines. With careful consideration several hypotheses were developed.
Hypothesis 1: Nutritionally focused conveniently designed drive thru menus lead to increased
restaurant sales compared to FDA proposed menus with detailed nutritional
information.
Hypothesis 2: Consumer preferences for low calorie, mid calorie and high calorie items are
different between the nutritionally focused conveniently designed drive thru
menus and FDA proposed menus with detailed nutritional information.
Menu Categories:
1. Low Calorie
2. Mid Calorie
3. High Calorie
4. Low and Mid Calorie
5. Low and High Calorie
6. Mid and High Calorie
7. Low, Mid, and High Calorie
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Hypothesis 3: Consumers have higher preference for nutritionally focused conveniently
designed drive thru menus compared to the FDA proposed menus with detailed
nutritional information
 Hypothesis 3a: The nutritionally focused conveniently designed drive thru menus are
easier to read compared to the FDA proposed menus with detailed nutritional
information.
 Hypothesis 3b: The nutritionally focused conveniently designed drive-thru menus are
easier to place an order compared to the FDA proposed menus with detailed
nutritional information
 Hypothesis 3c: Consumers prefer the layout and design of the nutritionally focused
conveniently designed drive-thru menus compared to the FDA proposed menus
with detailed nutritional information
 Hypothesis 3d: Consumers find the nutritionally focused conveniently designed menus
more convenient compared to the FDA proposed menu with detailed nutritional
information
 Hypothesis 3e: It is easier for consumers to select a healthier choice from the
nutritionally focused conveniently designed drive thru menus compared to the
FDA proposed menus with detailed nutritional information
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CHAPTER THREE:
METHODOLGY
Menu Creation: Pretesting
The FDA is assuming that if quick service restaurant industry consumers have access to
nutrition information, particularly calories, they will alter their consumption habits due to a new
level of awareness. This study was developed to identify if consumers would change their
ordering habits if nutritional information were present. The study sought to determine the
preferred means for displaying the calorie contents on quick service restaurant menus. Research
was developed in two stages, pretesting (stage one) and final testing (stage two). The pretesting
stage was designed to test consumer reactions to the menus layout and designs so that the final
testing would have reliability and accuracy.
The pretesting process began as a graduate level Foodservice class project, Summer term
of 2010. A mixed study design (quantitative and qualitative) was found most appropriate for the
research questions to be answered. To develop the menus, the student researchers created a
precise list of menu items from some of the largest quick service restaurant chains in America:
Arby’s McDonald’s, and Taco Bell. Meticulous care was placed into designing a menu in order
to appear identical to that of the actual drive thru menu board; this first menu is called the
“Classic Menu”. The second menu, “FDA Compliance Menu” featured a similar drive thru
menu without the nutritional information (Calories) listed beside the menu items as
recommended by the FDA. The menu format was developed in compliance with the FDA
guidelines. The third menu used in pretesting, “Calorie Grouping” was designed for customer
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convenience. The process of developing the Calorie Grouping menus began with gathering
nutritional information for each menu item from the quick service restaurant restaurant’s
website. The menu items were then grouped in categories that defined the range of calories that
were in each item. Not only will the Calorie Grouping menu reduce the amount of space being
used on the menu board, making it easier to read, it will also serve as a convenient ordering tool.
Pictures of actual food items and logos were added to the menus for presentation purposes.
Survey Creation: Pretesting
A survey was designed to measure the ease of reading the menus, ease of placing an
order from the menus, the extent to which the presentation is user-friendly, and the extent to
which the participants liked the menu layout and designs. The participants were also asked about
normal eating habits, this question measured the degree to which the respondents like to eat
healthy and/or consider nutritional information when dining outside of the home. It was later
discovered that one of the most valuable questions in the survey was the comment area. This
portion of the survey is vital to the pretesting stage because it gives instructions for the final
testing stage.
Data collection: Pretesting
During data collection, the participants were allowed to view each menu for only one
minute consistent with the realistic practice in the restaurant industry. This one minute is
significant due to the actual goal time restaurants would like customers to place their order at a
drive thru. The participants then were asked to answer selected based on the drive thru menus.
The pretest surveyed 150 undergraduate students in a large university. Each menu was displayed
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by an overhead projector for exactly one minute. The participants were allowed additional time
between viewing each menu to fill out the short survey and provide comments. As a result of the
pretesting, major procedural issues were revised. Some of the changes included: formatting of
the survey instrument, phrasing of the questions, designs and layouts of the menus, and
elimination of the time and category pricing interval.
Menu Creation: Final Testing
The final testing stage focused solely on the idea of creating a menu based on the
proposal given by the FDA with reference to menu labeling. The same three quick service
restaurant chains were used for the experimental part but the three styles of menus (Classic
pricing, FDA Compliance, Calorie Grouping) were completely redesigned. Results from the
pretesting process revealed potential brand name bias in the research. It became evident that the
participants favored the menu that was most familiar to them. Familiarity is a deciding factor of
convenience. Menus with an entirely new design would force the consumers to look at the menu
and will provide a better perspective of how they define convenience. The research team noticed
that the menus that were not familiar to the participants required more time. Timing the survey
collections was also omitted due to a potential bias. Additional time was allowed to
accommodate acclimatization to the newly revised drive thru menus.
Instead of constructing three quick service restaurant menus for McDonald’s, Arby’s, and
Taco Bell, only two menus were created. The first menu is called the “FDA Menu”. This menu
strictly followed the guidelines proposed by the FDA. It is assumed that this menu will provide
an understanding of what a realistic drive thru experience would be like to those that order from
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a drive thru. The second menu is called the “Color Coded Menu”. The idea of color coding
stemmed from an effort to make the menus more attractive, easy to use and convenient to the
consumer and emphasizes the importance of nutrition as intended by the FDA ruling. The color
coded menus featured some of the proposed guidelines from the FDA. The menu also featured
the concept of calorie grouping. Calorie grouping (low calorie, normal calorie, high calorie) was
thought to be convenient in a drive thru setting because it makes easier and convenient to find
healthy menu items.
The process of creating the second menu was a difficult process. Initially, the color coded
menus were green, orange, and red. These colors were meant to represent ‘go, yield, and
approach with caution’ as used in the homeland security alert color scheme developed by the
Homeland Security Office of the USA. Initially, these colors were tested amongst 20 subjects.
These subjects expressed their perceptions of each color and it was determined that the majority
of this small group of subjects associated these colors in the same way. The group of participants
were then asked their perception of the colors when they were placed on the menus. The results
remained the same. After careful evaluation, it was decided that these colors, specifically red,
would create a potential bias to the study. It was assumed that the participants would shy away
from the food items listed in the red because they are perceived as unhealthy. The final color
coded menus were designed to be easier on the eyes, more attractive, and to have no potential
bias associated with them. During the pretesting process numerous color combinations based on
color psychology and food color patterns were tested. After carefully testing for various
combinations, the following three colors were chosen based on consumer input: green, blue, and
red.
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Data Collection: Final Testing
The survey instrument was first designed as a hardcopy. This hard copy was then
transferred into data collection software called Qualtrics. Qualtrics allowed this survey to be selfadministered online. The online survey debriefed the participants on the purpose of the study
before instructing them to place a drive thru order from the quick service restaurant menu of their
choice, using detailed scenarios. Questions following the menu board display were to be
answered on a 7-point Likert scale followed by places for participants to comment about the
research being conducted through their assistance. Before posting the survey on Qualtrics for
respondents’ access, permission from the Internal Review Board (IRB) of the University of
Central Florida was secured. Appropriate revisions were made to the survey based on the
recommendation of the IRB committee.
The survey measured the ease of reading the menus, whether or not the participants found
it easy to place an order from the menus, the extent to which the respondents liked the menu
layout and designs, if ordering from the menu was convenient in a drive-thru setting, and how
easy it is to select a healthy choice from the menus. The participants were also asked to answer
questions in reference to their demographics. The respondents were also asked how often they
visited quick service restaurant establishments and their reasons for doing so. Restaurant
frequency could provide answers regarding why many people may have chosen certain menu
items due to familiarity. At the end of the survey, the participants were given the option to
comment on the menus and the overall study.
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Once the menus and the surveys were created, the research team deliberated the research
instrument’s questions and designs. Fonts, sizes, and colors were aadapted for easier reading.
Questions were rephrased for better comprehension and explanations were provided for a more
user-friendly interface. These inputs and suggestions were used to finalize the research
instruments before updating and publishing the product through Qualtrics. Lastly, participant
incentives were discussed. It was decided that there would be no incentives given to the
respondents of this survey unless deemed by the distributor and approved by the researcher. No
incentives were provided to the respondents.
The study’s population included college students of a large public university in the
southeastern part of the USA. The respondents were of the age 18 and older. According to the
National Restaurant Association, those within this age group are considered the ‘Heavy Users’ of
the quick service industry (www.restaurant.org). In total 340 surveys completed surveys were
collected for three drive thru restaurant brands. This resulted in 159 McDonald’s surveys that
were utilized for data analysis. The researchers used a random selection process of distribution..
Data from this research was exported from Qualtrics and inputted into SPSS software for
furhter statistical analysis. The researchers evaluated the results using descriptive analyses,
frequency analyses, Paired Sample T-tests and Chi-Square Tests, to compare the preferences
between both menus, along with the differences in total restaurant sales from each menu.
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CHAPTER FOUR:
FINDINGS
A total of 159 students were surveyed during this research using two menus listing
McDonald’s food items. This study generated a total of 159 respondents with 121 of those
participants being female and the remaining 38 being males. The female population of this study
represented 76.1 percent. The final 23.9 percent of the studies population was represented by
males.
Table 2: Survey Demographics (Male or Female)
Gender:
Frequency Percent

Male
Valid Female
Total

Valid

Cumulative

Percent

Percent

38

23.9

23.9

23.9

121

76.1

76.1

100.0

159

100.0

100.0
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Figure 1: Chart of Survey Demographics (Male or Female)

Data analyzed also revealed that majority to the survey respondents 122 (78%) identified
themselves as single. Of the participants 16 (10%) listed that they were married and 14 (9%)
were married with children. The remaining 7 (4%) respondents chose the “other” option in
reference to their marital status. The “other: option was provided for those respondents who are
either divorced, divorced with children, married but separated, or married with children but
separated. These demographic gave us a more comprehensible view of who our respondents
were and could possibly explain their ordering habits when analyzed further (Table 3).
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Table 3: Survey Demographics (Marital Status)
Are You:
Frequenc

Percent

y
Single

Valid

Cumulative

Percent

Percent

122

76.7

76.7

76.7

16

10.1

10.1

86.8

14

8.8

8.8

95.6

Other

7

4.4

4.4

100.0

Total

159

100.0

100.0

Married
Married with
Valid
Children

Figure 2: Survey Demographics Chart for Marital Status
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Age was not a major factor in the research results since the data was collected amongst
college level students. With the method of data collection, it was expected that a large sum the
participants would be between the ages of 19 – 25 years. The frequency analysis shows us that
the largest amount or respondents 80 (50%) were between the ages of 19 – 23 years. These
findings are significant to the fact that this age range tend to frequent the quick service restaurant
industry more each year. This is also the age ranges that are known as trend followers. These
trend followers would likely follow the trend of healthier eating habits especially in the most
convenient way. Of the survey respondents 34 (21%) were within the ages of 24 – 27 years and
39 (25%) were listed as 28 years of age or older. At the least, 6 (4%) of the respondents were of
the age 18 or under.
Table 4: Survey Demographics (Age)
Age:
Frequency

Percent

Valid

Cumulative

Percent

Percent

18 or under

6

3.8

3.8

3.8

19 – 23

80

50.3

50.3

54.1

Valid 24 – 27

34

21.4

21.4

75.5

28 or older

39

24.5

24.5

100.0

Total

159

100.0

100.0
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Figure 3: Survey Demographics Chart of Participants Age

As shown in Table 5, respondents were also asked their level of education. This question
was answered by the number of college years completed by the participants. Of the participants,
47 (30 %) of the survey respondents completed 3 years of college, followed by the 39 (25%) that
completed 4 years at a college level. These findings show that majority of the survey respondents
have completed 3 or 4 years of college and are more than capable of making an informed
decision in life. Results also show that 32 (20%) respondents had completed 2 years of college,
16 (10%) have completed 6 years, 13 (8%) have completed 5 years, 7 (4%) have completed 7
years of college work, and at the very least 4 (3%) have only completed their first year of
college.
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Table 5: Survey Demographics (Education Level)
Education Level:-Number of College Years Completed:
Frequency

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

1 year

4

2.5

2.5

2.5

2 years

32

20.1

20.3

22.8

3 years

47

29.6

29.7

52.5

4 years

39

24.5

24.7

77.2

5 years

13

8.2

8.2

85.4

6 years

16

10.1

10.1

95.6

7 years

7

4.4

4.4

100.0

158

99.4

100.0

1

.6

159

100.0

Valid

Total
Missing System
Total
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Figure 4: Survey Demographics Chart of Participants Education Level

The respondent’s household income was also measure but was not a significant factor in
the data drawn from this research. Figure 5 show that the largest group of respondents in this
survey had a household income of less than $25,000. This was an expected result given the fact
that the survey participants were all college students mainly between the ages of 19 – 27. The
higher the ranges of income presented, the lower the amount of respondents for that choice. It is
assumed that those individuals within the higher ranges of income were possibly married,
professionally established, masters level or doctoral students, and/or had some sort of joint
income within their household.
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Table 6: Survey Demographics (Household Income)
Household Income:
Frequency

Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

Less than $25,000

53

33.3

33.3

33.3

$25,001 - $50,000

46

28.9

28.9

62.3

$50,001 - $75,000

20

12.6

12.6

74.8

$75,001 - $100,000

19

11.9

11.9

86.8

$100,001 - $125,000

7

4.4

4.4

91.2

$125,001 - $135,000

2

1.3

1.3

92.5

$135,001 – 150,000

2

1.3

1.3

93.7

$150,001 - $175,000

4

2.5

2.5

96.2

More than $175,001

6

3.8

3.8

100.0

159

100.0

100.0

Total

Figure 5: Survey Demographics Chart of Participants Household Income
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Using SPSS, a Paired Samples T-test was conducted. Results revealed the amount of
sales generated in the average number of items sold per person between the menu with colors
(FDA Menu) and the menu without colors (Experimental Menu). The menu with no color has
shown that the average number of items sold is 1.74 [M=1.74, ST.DEV = 0.773]. The menu with
color has shown that the number of items sold is 2.41 [M=2.41, ST.DEV = 0.873] see table 7.
Table 7: Paired Samples T-test
Paired Samples Statistics
Mean

N

Std. Deviation

Std. Error Mean

sales_menu1

1.74

159

.773

.061

sales_menu2

2.41

159

.873

.069

Pair 1

Table 8 (below) confirms that the number of items sold per person for the quick service
restaurant menu with color (FDA Menu) and the quick service restaurant menu without color
(Experimental Menu), is significantly correlated with the correlation being .42 [P<.01]
Table 8: Paired Samples T-test of Correlations
Paired Samples Correlations
N
Pair 1

sales_menu1 & sales_menu2

Correlation
159

60

.420

Sig.
.000

In order to compare the number of quick service restaurant menu items sold per person
between the menu with color and the menu without color, a Paired Sample T-test was conducted
(Table 9). The difference between the number of items sold per person for the menu with color
and the menu without color is .667 and has a standard deviation of .891. This difference is found
to be significant with a P-Value of -9.438 [p<.01]. These findings provide confirmation that
hypothesis 1 is valid: the changes in the menu design have an impact on sales and further tells us
that the quick service restaurant menus that include color has led to significantly higher sales in
comparison to the menu without color.
Table 9: Paired Samples T-Test of Paired Differences between FDA Menu and Experimental
Menu
Paired Samples Test
Paired Differences

sales_menu1
Pair
1
sales_menu2

Mean

Std.
Deviation

-.667

.891

Std.
Error
Mean

t

df

Sig. (2tailed)

95% Confidence
Interval of the
Difference
Lower
Upper

.071

-.806

-.527 -9.438 158

.000

Table 10 and 11 compares the frequency of the different menu items selected by the
respondents for the quick service restaurant menus 1 and 2 separately. Figure 4 show that, at the
highest, there were 49 participants that ordered low calorie meals from FDA Menu with no color
coding. 27 participants selected meals that were categorized as mid calorie offerings, 30
respondents selected menu items that were a combination of low and mid calorie meals. 13
respondents selected a combination of meals that were classified as mid and high calorie
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offerings. 12 respondents selected meals that were classified as low and high calorie meals. At
the lowest, 5 participants selected meals in a combination of low, mid and high calories
categories.
Table 10: Compared frequencies of different menu items
Items_selected_menu1
Observed N

Expected N

Residual

0

6

19.9

-13.9

Low Cal

49

19.9

29.1

Mid Cal

27

19.9

7.1

High Cal

17

19.9

-2.9

Low and Mid Cal

30

19.9

10.1

Low and High Cal

12

19.9

-7.9

Mid and High Cal

13

19.9

-6.9

Low, Mid and High Cal

5

19.9

-14.9

Total

159

Table 11 shows that, at the highest, there were 64 participants that ordered low calorie
meals from Experimental Menu, which displayed color coding. 54 participants selected meals
that were categorized as combining low and mid calorie offerings, 28 respondents selected menu
items that were a combination of low and high calorie meals. 10 respondents selected a
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combination of meals that were classified as low, mid and high calorie offerings and at the
lowest, 2 participants selected meals that were considered high in calories.
Table 11: Compared frequencies of different menu items
Items_selected_menu2
Observed N

Expected N

Residual

0

1

26.5

-25.5

Low Cal

64

26.5

37.5

High Cal

2

26.5

-24.5

Low and Mid Cal

54

26.5

27.5

Low and High Cal

28

26.5

1.5

Low, Mid and High Cal

10

26.5

-16.5

Total

159

To determine if there were differences between the frequencies of the menu categories
selected between the quick service restaurant menu with color and the menu without, we
conducted a Chi-Square test. For the menu with no color coding the Chi-Square was significant
[Chi-Square = 77.126, P-Value < .001]. This confirms that there is a significant difference
between frequencies of different menu categories select by the studies participants.
The same results were found for the menu which displayed color coding. This confirms
that there are differences in the frequencies of selections of categories for this menu as well [ChiSquare = 139.151, P-Value < .001] (Table 12)
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Table 12: Differences in the frequencies of selections of menu categories

Chi-Square
Df
Asymp. Sig.

Test Statistics
Items_selected_menu1
77.126a
7
.000

Items_selected_menu2
139.151b
5
.000

a. 0 cells (0.0%) have expected frequencies less than 5. The minimum expected cell frequency is 19.9.
b. 0 cells (0.0%) have expected frequencies less than 5. The minimum expected cell frequency is 26.5.

The Chi-Square test confirms that there are differences between the frequencies of the
menu item categories selected for the quick service restaurant menu with color and without
colors, [Chi-Square = 89894.651, P-Value < 0.001]. This provides confirmation that participants
selected different menu categories for the menu that included color coding versus the menu that
did not.
Table 13: Differences in the frequencies of selections of categories
Test Statistics
Items_selected_menu1
89894.651a
7
.000

Chi-Square
Df
Asymp. Sig.

a. 4 cells (50.0%) have expected frequencies less than 5. The minimum expected cell frequency is .0.

Further, we have tested if there were differences between the frequencies of the menu
categories selected between both FDA Menu and Experimental Menu. As seen in Table14, quick
service restaurant Experimental Menu, which provides color coding, have a higher number of
low calorie items selected.
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Table 14: Differences between the frequencies of the menu categories selected between both
FDA Menu and Experimental Menu

Menu1

Menu2

Residual

0

6

1.0

5.0

Low Cal

49

64.0

-15.0

Mid Cal

27

0

27.0

High Cal

17

2.0

15.0

Low and Mid Cal

30

54.0

-24.0

Low and High Cal

12

28.0

-16.0

Mid and High Cal

13

0

13.0

Low, Mid and High Cal

5

10.0

-5.0

Total

159

Like the first test, Table 15 (Paired Samples Test) reveals the consumer’s preference of
the two quick service restaurant menus that were presented to them. Pair 1 confirms that the
participants of this study found the quick service restaurant Experimental Menu, with the color
coding, was easier to read than the menu without the colors. Pair 2 shows that Experimental
Menu was also found easier to place an order with. Pair 3 confirms that the respondents of this
study preferred the layout of the color coded Experimental Menu rather than FDA Menu. Pair 4
showed that the participants found ordering from the color coded menu more convenient for a
drive thru setting than the menu with no colors and finally, Pair 5 revealed that the respondents
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found it easier to select a healthy menu item from the menu with colors. These findings proved
our hypothesis as valid.
Table 15: Consumer’s preference of the two quick service restaurant menus
Paired Samples Statistics
Mean
M1 The menu is easy to read
Pair 1

M2 The menu is easy to read

M1 It is easy to place an order
Pair 2

from this menu
M2 It is easy to place an order
from this menu

M1 I like the menu layout and
Pair 3

Std. Deviation

Std. Error Mean

4.99

159

1.714

.136

5.40

159

1.526

.121

5.11

159

1.640

.130

5.42

159

1.536

.122

4.74

159

1.784

.141

5.28

159

1.630

.129

5.01

159

.079

.006

5.16

159

1.695

.134

5.35

159

1.673

.133

5.52

159

1.574

.125

design
M2 I like the menu layout and
design

M1 Ordering from this menu is
convenient for a drive-thru
Pair 4

N

setting
M2 Ordering from this menu is
convenient for a drive-thru
setting

M1 It is easy for me to select a
Pair 5

healthy choice from this menu
M2 It is easy for me to select a
healthy choice from this menu
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The Paired Samples Test shown in Table 16 shows the statistical difference between the
questions for both FDA Menu and Experimental Menu. Pair 1 shows that there is a mean of .409 between the two menus when the respondents answered this question, with a significance
percentage of .001. Pair 2 has a mean of -.308 with a significance of .004. Pair 3 has a mean of .541 with a mean less than .001. These three pairs are found to be significant. Pair 4 and 5 is
listed as non-significant to the study. Pair 4 reports a mean of -.157 and a significance of .244
and Pair 5 report a mean of -.176 with a significance of .156 to the study.
Table 16: Statistical differences between the questions for both FDA Menu and Experimental
Menu
Paired Samples Test
Paired Differences

t

Sig.
(2tailed)

Mean

Std.
Deviation

Std. Error
Mean

95% Confidence Interval
of the Difference
Lower
Upper

-.409

1.527

.121

-.648

-.170

158
3.376

.001

-.308

1.340

.106

-.518

-.098

158
2.899

.004

-.541

1.789

.142

-.821

-.261

158
3.813

.000

1.697

.135

-.423

.109

158
1.168

.244

M1 The menu is easy

Pair
to read - M2 The
1
menu is easy to read

df

M1 It is easy to place

Pair an order from this
menu - M2 It is easy
2
to place an order from
this menu

Pair M1 I like the menu
layout and design 3
M2 I like the menu
layout and design

M1 Ordering from this
menu is convenient
Pair for a drive-thru setting
-.157
- M2 Ordering from
4
this menu is
convenient for a drivethru setting
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M1 It is easy for me to
Pair select a healthy choice
from this menu - M2 -.176
5
It is easy for me to
select a healthy choice
from this menu

1.557

.123

-.420

.068

158
1.426

7-point Likert scale anchored by 1=Strongly Disagree to 7= Strongly Agree
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.156

CHAPTER FIVE:
CONCLUSION
This research explores if consumers will change their ordering patterns when calorie
information is presented at the point of purchase. The research also explores if the newly
designed menu will be convenient in a drive thru setting, and if restaurant sales will be affected
by the proposed changes. The FDA is proposing that all restaurants that are operating with over
20 locations must display the calorie contents for every menu item listed. It is assumed that by
consumers and restaurant managers that this proposed regulation will lead to congestion of menu
displays, expensive designing and implementation costs, and slower customer ordering and
purchasing times. It is evident that congested drive thru and perceived drive thru waiting times
are deciding factor for consumers. Consumers will determine where they dine by the amount of
time they have and by what is convenient to them.
Furthermore, the knowledge of the calorie information may persuade consumers to alter
their food choices in efforts to avoid items that are higher in calories. While this benefits the
health of American citizens, restaurants must prepare for how they may be affected by the
changes. If consumer purchasing decisions change then the purchasing of products and
ingredients within the quick service restaurant establishment may also change. Restaurants must
also keep in mind that menu variations may become necessary as the consumers of the quick
service restaurant industry trend towards healthier diets. Through this study, restaurant operators
affected by the FDA’s proposed menu labeling guidelines can be better equipped to respond to
the effects it may have on their consumers, employees, and their bottom-line. This study will
also provide insight to the quick service restaurant industry consumers. They are benefited by the
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opportunity to preview what the proposed FDA menu may look like. The consumers are also
given a chance to provide their input on the menu. Feedback is vital when it is gathered from the
users of a product. Consumer preferences are never taken into account until the consumers are
given a chance to provide it.
This study comes with several limitations. First, the participants of this study were
largely identified as college students in the age group of 18 through 26. This age group is among
the group of “heavy users” of the quick service industry; therefore it is considered to be a
justifiable range of the industry’s consumers but did not give us a broad opinion from other age
groups. These students were chosen by a convenience sampling method. When considering the
population tested, it is also important to note that more females were surveyed than males.
Researchers have discovered that females generally order healthier food items than males
because females tend to be more health conscious. Future research could involve testing an equal
amount of males and females. Second, only limited selections of quick service restaurants were
chosen for this study. Many participants expressed their concern towards selecting a menu item
from a restaurant where they are not frequent diners. Future research would include adding a
wide variety of quick service restaurants to choose from.
Future research should also be conducted to include various age groups, geographic
regions, and socio-economic backgrounds. Future research can also be generated from the
suggestions provided by the respondents of this survey in reference to menu designing. Future
research would also involve testing the different menu variations. The experimental menu did not
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include individual calorie counts for each menu item. This inclusion could render very different
and maybe even more significant results towards menu labeling and menu formatting.
Several aspects of the study’s hypotheses were supported when the data produced
statistically significant results of the mean differences between the FDA Proposed Menu and the
Color Coded menu. The mean differences showed consumer preferences for the menu that
featured color coding. Results also revealed that the menu with color coding produced higher
sales percentages than then the menu designed from the FDA’s proposed guidelines. This
information is crucial to restaurant operators who are concerned about the proposed regulations
and to the committee forming the guidelines to be implemented by the FDA. It is evident that the
current guidelines should be taken into careful consideration and revised to produce a higher and
more preferred outcome. Thus future research is suggested to provide a more in depth analysis of
what consumers may prefer with reference to menu formatting.
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APPENDIX A:
IRB APPROVAL LETTER
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APPENDIX B:
SURVEY INSTRUMENT HARD COPY
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Identification #: _________
Date: _________

Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey. Your feedback is important
to us.
This survey should take no more than 10 minutes of your time. All survey results
will be published as a University of Central Florida Rosen College Graduate
Student's Thesis. Your participation is voluntary and all responders will remain
completely anonymous.
If you have any questions about this survey, please contact Meschelle Davis at
meschelledavis@knights.ucf.edu
Scenario: It has been a busy morning at work and everyone is happy that 12:00pm
has come. You are going to grab a quick lunch from the Arby’s drive-thru and

head back to the office. Upon arrival you notice that the drive-thru menu has
added nutritional information (calories).
(Use the fast food restaurant menu on the next page to find the items that you want to order)
Please order a Combo Meal or One Sandwich, One Side, and One Drink
Combo Meal: ______________ OR Sandwich: _________________, Side: ____________, Drink: _______________

Please circle one that best describes your feelings/views about this drive thru menu.
1. This menu is easy to read
Strongly Disagree
Neither agree nor disagree

Disagree

Somewhat Disagree

Agree

2. It is easy to place an order from this menu
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Neither agree nor disagree

Agree

3. I like the menu layout and design
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Neither agree nor disagree

Strongly Agree

Somewhat Disagree
Strongly Agree

Somewhat Disagree

Agree

Strongly Agree

4. Ordering from this menu is convenient for a drive thru setting
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Somewhat Disagree
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Neither agree nor disagree

Agree

Strongly Agree

5. It is easy for me to select a healthy choice from this menu
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Somewhat Disagree
Neither agree nor disagree

Agree

Strongly Agree

Scenario 2: You and your coworker agree to work late tonight in hopes of a
lighter workload tomorrow. Once again you decide to take advantage of the
convenience of a drive-thru.
Upon arrival you notice that the drive-thru menu has added nutritional
information (calories).
(Use the fast food restaurant menu on the next page to find the items that you want to order)
Please order a Combo Meal or One Sandwich, One Side, and One Drink
Combo Meal: _______________ OR Sandwich: _____________, Side: _____________, Drink:_______________

Please circle one that best describes your feelings/views about this drive thru menu.
1. This menu is easy to read
Strongly Disagree
Neither agree nor disagree

Disagree

Somewhat Disagree

Agree

2. It is easy to place an order from this menu
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Neither agree nor disagree

Agree

3. I like the menu layout and design
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Neither agree nor disagree

Strongly Agree

Somewhat Disagree
Strongly Agree

Somewhat Disagree

Agree

Strongly Agree

4. Ordering from this menu is convenient for a drive thru setting
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Somewhat Disagree
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Neither agree nor disagree

Agree

Strongly Agree

5. It is easy for me to select a healthy choice from this menu
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Somewhat Disagree
Neither agree nor disagree

Agree

Strongly Agree

Consumer Menu Preferences
Please answer the following questions:
1. I like to eat healthy when eating out?
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Neither agree nor disagree

Somewhat Disagree

Agree

2. Calorie information is important to me?
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Neither agree nor disagree

Strongly Agree

Somewhat Disagree

Agree

Strongly Agree

3. I consider calorie information when eating away from home?
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Somewhat Disagree
Neither agree nor disagree

Agree

Strongly Agree

4. I am glad to see calorie information on the drive-thru menu?
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Somewhat Disagree
Neither agree nor disagree

Agree

Strongly Agree

5. How often do you visit a fast food restaurant in one week?
Never

Once a Month

Once a Week
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More than once a week

Daily

Demographics
Please answer the following questions about yourself
1. Gender:

____Male

____Female

2.

____Single

____Married

____ 18 or under

____ 19 – 23

Are you:

3. Age:

____ Married with Children ____Other
_____ 24 – 27

_____ 28 or Older

4. Educational Level (Number of college years completed):
1 year

2 years 3 years 4 years

5 years

5. What is your approximate household income?
_____Less than $25,000
_____$25,001-$50,000
_____$75,001-$100,000
_____ $100,001 to $125,000
_____ $135,001 - $150,000
_____ $150,001 - $175,000

6 years

7 years

_____$50,001-$75,000
_____ $125,001 - $135,000
_____ More than $175,001

Comments about research:
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

Thank you for your participation!!
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APPENDIX C:
TACO BELL’S FDA PROPOSED MENU
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Combos (Entrée & Drink)
601 - 770 Calories

315 - 600 Calories

820 - 2200 Calories

Fiesta Salad (No Shell Bowl)
3 Crunchy Tacos

$ 5.79 Fiesta Salad (With Shell Bowl)
$ 4.69 2 Chalupas (Baja or Supreme)

$ 5.79 Chipotle Steak Salad
$ 6.49 Chicken Ranch Salad

$ 5.79
$ 5.79

Burrito Supreme & Taco
Nacho Bell Grande & Taco
Chicken Burrito
Double Decker Taco
Chalupa Supreme
Fresco Grilled Taco

$ 5.69
$ 5.89
$ 1.99
$ 1.99
$ 2.39
$ 2.19

$ 6.29 Mexican Pizza & 2 Tacos
$ 1.99 Grilled Chicken Stuffed Burrito
$ 4.69 Grilled Steak Stuffed Burrito
$ 5.59

$ 5.89
$ 6.49
$ 6.79

Chicken Quesdilla & Taco
5-Layer Beefy Burrito
3 Soft Tacos
Crunch Wrap Supreme

Grande Meal
Grande Meal (10 Tacos)

$ 9.99

Sides/ Extras
Cals
Cheesy Bean & Rice Burrito
Double Decker Taco Supreme
Cheesy Fiesta Potatoes

Price

Cals Price

227 $ 1.59 Chicken Soft Taco
320 $ 1.39 Mexi-Melt
290 $ 1.59

Cals Price

180 $ 1.39 Cruncy/Soft Taco Supreme
270 $ 1.99 1/2 lb Cheesy Potato Burrito

270 $ 1.99
540 $ 1.99

Grande Meal Extras
Mexican Pizza
Nacho BellGrande

213 $ 2.99
770 $ 2.99

Value Menu
Cals

Price

Cals Price

Cals Price

Fresco Crunchy/Soft Taco
Bean Burrito

150 $ 0.99 Chicken Burrito
370 $ 0.99 Caramel Apple Empanada

430 $ 0.99 Cheese Roll-up
310 $ 0.99 Beefy 5-Layer Burrito

Cinnamon Twist

170 $ 0.99 Cheesy Nachos

540 $ 0.99

Drinks & Fruitista Freeze

16oz

190 $ 0.99
540 $ 0.99

20oz
Cals Price

Limeade
Cherry Limeade
Strawberry Fruitista
Mango/Strawberry Fruitista
Diet Pepsi
Pepsi
Dr. Pepper
Sierra Mist

150
180
230
250
0
200
200
200

$ 1.49
$ 1.49
$ 2.29
$ 2.29
$ 1.39
$ 1.39
$ 1.39
$ 1.39

Cals Price
Limeade
Cherry Limeade
Strawberry Fruitista
Mango/Strawberry Fruitista
Diet Pepsi
Pepsi
Dr. Pepper
Sierra Mist

A 2,000 calorie diet is used as the basis for general nutrition advice; however, individual calorie needs may vary
Additional information such as: total calories, calories from fat, total fat, saturated fat, cholesterol, Trans fat, sodium,
total carbohydrates, sugars, dietary fiber and protein are available upon request.
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230
270
280
300
0
250
250
250

$ 1.89
$ 1.89
$ 2.79
$ 2.79
$1.89
$1.89
$1.89
$1.89

APPENDIX D:
TACO BELL’S EXPERIMENTAL MENU
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LEAN MENU

STANDARD MENU
Combos (Entrée & Drink)
Under 800 Calories

Under 600 Calories

CHOICE MENU
Under 1020 Calories

Fiesta Salad (No Shell Bowl)
3 Crunchy or Soft Tacos

$ 5.79 Fiesta Salad (With Shell Bowl)
$ 4.69 2 Chalupas (Baja or Supreme)

$5.79 Chipotle Steak Salad
$6.49 Chicken Ranch Salad

$5.79
$5.79

Burrito Supreme & Taco
Nacho Bell Grande & Taco
Chicken Burrito
Double Decker Taco
Chalupa Supreme

$ 5.69 Chicken Quesdilla & Taco
$ 5.89 5-Layer Beefy Burrito
$ 1.99 Fresco Grilled Taco
$ 1.99
$ 2.39

$6.29 Mexican Pizza & 2 Tacos
$ 1.99 Crunch Wrap Supreme
$ 2.19 Grilled Chicken Stuffed Burrito
Grilled Steak Stuffed Burrito

$5.89
$5.59
$6.49
$6.79

Grande Meal Under 2000 Calories
Grande Meal (10 Tacos)
$9.99

Entrées/Sides
Under 400 Calories

Under 300 Calories
Cheesy Bean & Rice Burrito
Double Decker Taco Supreme
Cheesy Fiesta Potatoes

$ 1.59 Chicken Soft Taco
$ 1.39 Mexi-Melt
$ 1.59

Under 500 Calories
$ 1.39 Cruncy/Soft Taco Supreme
$ 1.99 1/2 lb Cheesy Potato Burrito

$1.99
$1.99

Grande Meal Extras Under 800 Calories
Mexican Pizza
$2.99
Nacho BellGrande
$2.99

Value Menu
Under 400 Calories

Under 180 Calories
Fresco Crunchy/Soft Taco
Bean Burrito
Cinnamon Twist

$ 0.99 Chicken Burrito
$ 0.99 Empanada
$ 0.99 Cheesy Nachos

Drinks & Fruitista Freeze
20 oz

16 oz
Limeade
Cherry Limeade
Strawberry Fruitista
Mango/Strawberry Fruitista
Diet Pepsi
Pepsi
Dr. Pepper
Sierra Mist

Under 600 Calories
$ 0.99 Cheese Roll & Burrito
$ 0.99 Beefy 5-Layer Burrito
$ 0.99

$ 1.49
$ 1.49
$ 2.29
$ 2.29
$ 1.39
$ 1.39
$ 1.39
$ 1.39

Limeade
Cherry Limeade
Strawberry Fruitista
Mango/Strawberry Fruitista
Diet Pepsi
Pepsi
Dr. Pepper
Sierra Mist
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$1.89
$1.89
$2.79
$2.79
$ 1.89
$ 1.89
$ 1.89
$ 1.89

$0.99
$0.99

APPENDIX E:
ARBY’S FDA PROPOSED MENU
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Combos (Entrée, Side, Drink)
450 - 899 Calories

360 - 449 Calories

900 - 1000 Calories

Regular Roast Beef

$4.99 All American

$4.99 French Dip & Swiss

$5.19

3pc Prime Cut Chicken

$4.99 Bacon Cheddar
Chicken (Roast)

$5.59 Chicken (Crispy)
$5.99 Philly Beef
Regular Beef N' Cheddar

$5.99
$5.79
$5.59

600 - 900 Calories

Specialty Combos (Entrée, Side, Drink)
950 - 970 Calories

Prime Cut Chicken
Chicken Bacon & Swiss
Turkey Bacon Club
Chicken Club (Roast)

$ 6.29 Chicken Bacon & Swiss (Crispy)
$ 6.29 Classic Italian
$ 5.99
$ 6.19

Cals
Regular Roast Beef
360
Prime Cut Chicken
360
All American
360
Bacon Cheddar
430
French Dip & Swiss
450
Regular Roast Beef N' Cheddar
450
Medium Roast Beef
470
Chicken Bacon Swiss (Roast)
600
Turkey Bacon Club
480

Price
$ 2.79
$ 4.19
$ 2.99
$ 3.59
$ 3.79
$ 3.39
$ 3.99
$ 4.19
$ 4.29

1000 - 1060 Calories

$6.29 Medium Beef N' Cheddar
$6.79 Large Roast Beef
Angus Three Cheese & Bacon
Roast Turkey & Swiss
Roast Beef & Swiss

$6.89
$6.79
$6.29
$6.99
$6.79

Sandwiches
Cals
Classic Italian
Roast Chicken Club
Philly Beef
Chicken (Crispy)
Medium Beef N' Cheddar
Chicken Bacon Swiss (Crispy)
Angus Three Cheese & Bacon
Large Roast Beef

520
500
960
530
550
950
600
610

Price
$3.99
$3.99
$3.79
$3.89
$3.99
$4.19
$4.99
$4.99

Reuben
Roast Turkey & Swiss
Roast Beef & Swiss
Roast Turkey Ranch & Bacon

Cals
700
710
800
810

Value Menu
Jr. Ham & Cheddar Melt
Jr. Roast Beef Sandwhich
Jr. Chicken Sandwhich
Cherry Turnover

Cals
329
340
340
320

Price
$ 0.99 Apple Turnover
$ 0.99 Value Fries
$ 0.99
$ 0.99

Loaded Potato Bites (5pc)
Mozzarella Sticks (4pc)
Steakhouse Onion Rings (5pc)

Cals
350
440
460

Price
$ 1.69 Loaded Potato Bites (8pc)
$ 2.99 Mozzarella Sticks (6pc)
$ 1.99

Cals

Price
330 $0.99
610 $0.99

Cals

Price
570 $2.19
660 $4.29

Sides

Beverages
16oz

22oz

Vanilla Shake
Chocolate Shake
Jamocha Shake
Diet Pepsi
Pepsi
Dr. Pepper
Sierra Mist

Cals
384
470
470
0
200
200
200

Price
$ 0.99
$ 1.69
$ 1.69
$ 1.69
$ 1.39
$ 1.39
$ 1.39

Cals
Vanilla Shake
Chocolate Shake
Jamocha Shake
Diet Pepsi
Pepsi
Dr. Pepper
Sierra Mist

480
570
570
0
250
250
250

Price
$0.99
$2.49
$2.49
$2.49
$1.89
$1.89
$1.89

A 2,000 calorie diet is used as the basis for general nutrition advice; however, individual calorie needs may vary
Additional information such as: total calories, calories from fat, total fat, saturated fat, cholesterol, Trans fat, sodium,
total carbohydrates, sugars, dietary fiber and protein are available upon request.
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Price
$4.99
$4.99
$4.99
$5.29

APPENDIX F:
ARBY’S EXPERIMENTAL MENU
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LEAN MENU

STANDARD MENU

CHOICE MENU

Under 599 Calories

Under 998 Calories
Combos (Entrée, Side, Drink)

Under 1300 Calories

Regular Roast Beef

$ 4.99 All American

$ 4.99 French Dip & Swiss

$ 5.19

3pc Prime Cut Chicken

$ 4.99 Bacon Cheddar
Chicken (Roast)

$ 5.59 Chicken (Crispy)
$ 5.99 Philly Beef
Regular Beef N' Cheddar

$ 5.99
$ 5.79
$ 5.59

Specialty Combos (Entrée, Side, Drink)
Prime Cut Chicken
Chicken Bacon & Swiss
Turkey Bacon Club
Chicken Club (Roast)

$ 6.29 Chicken Bacon & Swiss (Crispy) $ 6.29 Medium Beef N' Cheddar
$ 6.29 Classic Italian
$ 6.79 Large Roast Beef
$ 5.99
Angus Three Cheese & Bacon
$ 6.19
Roast Turkey & Swiss
Roast Beef & Swiss

Regular Roast Beef
Prime Cut Chicken
All American
Bacon Cheddar
French Dip & Swiss
Regular Roast Beef N' Cheddar
Medium Roast Beef
Chicken Bacon Swiss (Roast)
Turkey Bacon Club

$ 2.79
$ 4.19
$ 2.99
$ 3.59
$ 3.79
$ 3.39
$ 3.99
$ 4.19
$ 4.29

Large Coffee
Value Drink
Jr. Ham & Cheddar Melt
Jr. Roast Beef Sandwhich
Jr. Chicken Sandwhich
Jr. Milk Shake

$ 0.99 Apple/Cerry Turnover
$ 0.99 Value Fries
$ 0.99
$ 0.99
$ 0.99
$ 0.99

Loaded Potato Bites (5pc)
Mozzarella Sticks (4pc)
Steakhouse Onion Rings (5pc)

$ 1.69 Loaded Potato Bites (8pc)
$ 2.99 Mozzarella Sticks (6pc)
$ 1.99

$ 6.89
$ 6.79
$ 6.29
$ 6.99
$ 6.79

Sandwiches
Classic Italian
Roast Chicken Club
Philly Beef
Chicken (Crispy)
Medium Beef N' Cheddar
Chicken Bacon Swiss (Crispy)
Angus Three Cheese & Bacon
Large Roast Beef

$ 3.99
$ 3.99
$ 3.79
$ 3.89
$ 3.99
$ 4.19
$ 4.99
$ 4.99

Reuben
Roast Turkey & Swiss
Roast Beef & Swiss
Roast Turkey Ranch & Bacon

$ 4.99
$ 4.99
$ 4.99
$ 5.29

Value Menu
$ 0.99
$ 0.99

Sides

Beverages
22 oz

16 oz
Coffee
Vanilla Shake
Chocolate Shake
Jamocha Shake
Diet Pepsi
Pepsi
Dr. Pepper
Sierra Mist

$ 2.19
$ 4.29

$ 0.99
$ 1.69
$ 1.69
$ 1.69
$ 1.39
$ 1.39
$ 1.39
$ 1.39

Coffee
Vanilla Shake
Chocolate Shake
Jamocha Shake
Diet Pepsi
Pepsi
Dr. Pepper
Sierra Mist

$ 0.99
$ 2.49
$ 2.49
$ 2.49
$1.89
$1.89
$1.89
$1.89

A 2,000 calorie diet is used as the basis for general nutrition advice; however, individual calorie needs may vary
Additional information such as: total calories, calories from fat, total fat, saturated fat, cholesterol, Trans fat, sodium,
total carbohydrates, sugars, dietary fiber and protein are available upon request.
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Combos (Entrée, Side, Drink)
600 - 1000 Calories

0 -599 Calories

1001 - 1400 Calories

Grilled Caesar Salad
Grilled Bacon Ranch Salad

$ 4.89 Filet O Fish
$ 4.89 Southern Style Chicken

$ 5.69 Ranch BLT
$ 5.79 Quarter Pounder w/Cheese

$ 6.59
$ 5.79

Grilled Southwest Salad

$ 4.89 3pc Chicken Selects

$ 5.99 Classic Chicken
Big Mac
10pc Chicken McNugget
2 Cheese Burgers
Dbl. Quarter Pounder w/Cheese
Angus Deluxe
Augus Mushroom & Swiss
Angus Bacon & Cheese
Chipotle BBQ Bacon Angus
5pc Chicken Selects

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

6.29
5.79
6.49
5.20
6.59
6.49
6.49
6.49
6.29
7.19

Sandwiches
Cals
Filet O Fish
Southern Style Chicken
3pc Chicken Selects
Classic Chicken (Grilled)
10pc Chicken McNuggets
Quarter Pounder w/Cheese
Big Mac

380
400
400
420/530
460
510
540

Price

Cals

$ 3.39 Dbl. Quarter Pounder w/Cheese
$ 3.39 Angus Mushroom & Swiss
$ 3.69 Angus Bacon & Cheese
$ 3.99
$ 4.29
$ 3.49
$ 3.69

Price

Cals

740 $ 4.39 Dbl. Cheese Burger
770 $ 3.99
790 $ 3.99

Price

440 $ 4.39

Kids Menu
Cals
4pc McNuggets
Hamburger

Price

Cals

190 $ 3.79 6pc McNuggets
250 $ 3.19 Cheese Burger

Price

Cals

280 $ 4.09 Dbl. Cheese Burger
300 $ 3.49

Price

440 $ 4.09

Value Menu
Cals
Side Salad
Apple Dippers
Ice Cream Sundae
Parfait Yogurt

320
100
120
160

Price

Cals

$ 0.99 McChicken
$ 0.99 4pc McNuggets
$ 0.99 Small Fries
$ 0.99

Price

Cals

360 $ 0.99 McDouble
190 $ 0.99 2 Apple Pies
230 $ 0.99

Price

290 $ 0.99
500 $ 0.99

Sides/Snacks
Cals
Grilled Chicken Snack Wrap
Vanilla Cone

Price

Cals

240 $ 1.39 Med Fries
150 $ 1.49

Price

Cals

380 $ 1.99 Dbl. Cheese Burger
Large Fries
Cinnamon Melt

Price

440 $ 1.00
500 $ 2.39
460 $ 2.39

McCafe Beverages & Desserts
Small

Medium
Cals

Sprite
Dr. Pepper
Coke
Diet Coke
Iced Latte
Cappuccino
Latte
Strawberry/Wild Berry Smoothie
Iced Caramel Mocha
Caramel Mocha
Iced Mocha
Mocha
Frappe Mocha/Caramel
Vanilla Milk Shake
Strawberry Milk Shake
Chocolate Milk Shake

110
110
110
110
80
120
150
210
240
250
250
280
450
420
440
420

Price
$ 1.00
$ 1.00
$ 1.00
$ 1.00
$ 2.39
$ 2.39
$ 2.39
$ 2.39
$ 2.39
$ 2.39
$ 2.39
$ 2.39
$ 2.39
$ 2.39
$ 2.39
$ 2.39

Large
Cals

Sprite
Dr. Pepper
Coke
Diet Coke
Iced Latte
Cappuccino
Latte
Strawberry/Wild Berry Smoothie
Iced Caramel Mocha
Caramel Mocha
Iced Mocha
Mocha
Frappe Mocha/Caramel
Vanilla Milk Shake
Strawberry Milk Shake
Chocolate Milk Shake
Reese McFlurry
Oreo McFlurry
M&M McFlurry

150
150
150
150
100
140
180
260
300
290
310
330
560
550
560
580
580
580
710

Price
$ 1.89
$ 1.89
$ 1.89
$ 1.89
$ 2.99
$ 2.99
$ 2.99
$ 2.99
$ 2.99
$ 2.99
$ 2.99
$ 2.99
$ 2.99
$ 2.69
$ 2.69
$ 2.69
$ 2.79
$ 2.79
$ 2.79

Cals
Sprite
310
Dr. Pepper
310
Coke
310
Diet Coke
310
Iced Latte
140
Cappuccino
180
Latte
210
Strawberry/Wild Berry Smoothie330
Iced Caramel Mocha
380
Caramel Mocha
360
Iced Mocha
360
Mocha
400
Frappe Mocha/Caramel
680
Vanilla Milk Shake
740
Strawberry Milk Shake
740
Chocolate Milk Shake
770

Price
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2.39
2.39
2.39
2.39
3.39
3.39
3.39
3.39
3.39
3.39
3.39
3.39
3.39
3.29
3.29
3.29

A 2,000 calorie diet is used as the basis for general nutrition advice; however, individual calorie needs may vary.
Additional information such as: total calories, calories from fat, total fat, saturated fat, cholesterol, Trans fat, sodium, total carbohydrates,
sugars, dietary fiber and protein are available upon request.
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APPENDIX H:
MCDONALD’S EXPERIMENTAL MENU
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LEAN MENU

STANDARD MENU

Under 599 Calories

Combos (Entrée, Side, Drink)
Under 1000 Calories

CHOICE MENU
Under 1400 Calories

Grilled Caesar Salad
Grilled Bacon Ranch Salad

$4.89 Filet O Fish
$4.89 Southern Style Chicken

$5.69 Ranch BLT
$5.79 Quarter Pounder w/Cheese

$6.59
$5.79

Grilled Southwest Salad

$4.89 3pc Chicken Selects

$5.99 Classic Chicken
Big Mac
10pc Chicken McNugget
2 Cheese Burgers
Dbl. Quarter Pounder w/Cheese
Angus Deluxe
Augus Mushroom & Swiss
Angus Bacon & Cheese
Chipotle BBQ Bacon Angus
5pc Chicken Selects

$6.29
$5.79
$6.49
$ 5.20
$ 6.59
$ 6.49
$ 6.49
$ 6.49
$ 6.29
$ 7.19

Entrées
Under 1000 Calories

Under 599 Calories
Filet O Fish
Southern Style Chicken
3pc Chicken Selects
Classic Chicken (Grilled)
10pc Chicken McNuggets
Quarter Pounder w/Cheese
Big Mac
Dbl. Cheese Burger

$3.39 Dbl. Quarter Pounder w/Cheese
$3.39 Angus Mushroom & Swiss
$3.69 Angus Bacon & Cheese
$3.99
$4.29
$3.49
$3.69
$4.39

Kids Menu
Under 300 Calories

Under 250 Calories
4pc McNuggets
Hamburger

$3.79 6pc McNuggets
$3.19 Cheese Burger

$0.99 McChicken
$0.99 4pc McNuggets
$0.99 Small Fries
$0.99

Grilled Chicken Snack Wrap
Vanilla Cone

$1.39 Med Fries
$1.49

Under 450 Calories (Small)
Sprite
Dr. Pepper
Coke
Diet Coke
Iced Latte
Cappuccino
Latte
Strawberry/Wild Berry Smoothie
Iced Caramel Mocha
Caramel Mocha
Iced Mocha
Mocha
Frappe Mocha/Caramel
Vanilla Milk Shake
Strawberry Milk Shake
Chocolate Milk Shake

$1.00
$1.00
$1.00
$1.00
$2.39
$2.39
$2.39
$2.39
$2.39
$2.39
$2.39
$2.39
$2.39
$2.39
$2.39
$2.39

McCafe Beverages & Desserts
Under 710 Calories (Medium)
$ 1.89
$ 1.89
$ 1.89
$ 1.89
$ 2.99
$ 2.99
$ 2.99
$ 2.99
$ 2.99
$ 2.99
$ 2.99
$ 2.99
$ 2.99
$ 2.69
$ 2.69
$ 2.69
$ 2.79
$ 2.79
$ 2.79

$ 1.00
$ 2.39

Under 800 Calories (Large)
Sprite
Dr. Pepper
Coke
Diet Coke
Iced Latte
Cappuccino
Latte
Strawberry/Wild Berry Smoothie
Iced Caramel Mocha
Caramel Mocha
Iced Mocha
Mocha
Frappe Mocha/Caramel
Vanilla Milk Shake
Strawberry Milk Shake
Chocolate Milk Shake

A 2,000 calorie diet is used as the basis for general nutrition advice; however, individual calorie needs may vary
Additional information such as: total calories, calories from fat, total fat, saturated fat, cholesterol, Trans fat, sodium,
total carbohydrates, sugars, dietary fiber and protein are available upon request.
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$ 0.99
$ 0.99

Under 1400 Calories
$ 1.99 Dbl. Cheese Burger
Large Fries
Cinnamon Melt

Sprite
Dr. Pepper
Coke
Diet Coke
Iced Latte
Cappuccino
Latte
Strawberry/Wild Berry Smoothie
Iced Caramel Mocha
Caramel Mocha
Iced Mocha
Mocha
Frappe Mocha/Caramel
Vanilla Milk Shake
Strawberry Milk Shake
Chocolate Milk Shake
Reese McFlurry
Oreo McFlurry
M&M McFlurry

$ 4.09

Under 600 Calories
$ 0.99 McDouble
$ 0.99 2 Apple Pies
$ 0.99

Sides/Snacks
Under 1000 Calories

Under 599 Calories

$ 4.39
$ 3.69

Under 500 Calories
$ 4.09 Dbl. Cheese Burger
$ 3.49

Value Menu
Under 400 Calories

Under 160 Calories
Side Salad
Apple Dippers
Ice Cream Sundae
Parfait Yogurt

Under 1400 Calories
$ 4.39 Dbl. Cheese Burger
$ 3.99 Big Mac
$ 3.99

$ 2.39
$ 2.39
$ 2.39
$ 2.39
$ 3.39
$ 3.39
$ 3.39
$ 3.39
$ 3.39
$ 3.39
$ 3.39
$ 3.39
$ 3.39
$ 3.29
$ 3.29
$ 3.29
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